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NATIONAL 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

ARTICLE URGES BUMPER SUMMER HARVEST 

Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 23 Apr 80 p 1 

[Article: "Strengthen Confidence in a Bumper Summer Grain Harvest") 

[Text] This year every place got busy early and intensively on wheat pro- 

duction, and now the situation for sprouts in all the wheat fields that are 
being well managed is developing in a good direction. In Henan, Anhui, 
Jiangeu, Shandong, and Hebei provinces, the wheat sprouts are in better 
shape than before spring; however, as a result of the effects of the past 

half year of dry weather, freezing, waterlogging, low temperatures, and 
such natural disasters, in many places the wheat sprouts have not grown 
as well as last year and greening has been delayed in some. A minority of 
cadres and masses have concluded that reduced yields are a foregone conc|i- 
sion and they lack sufficient confidence in bumper summer grain harvests. 

Some are even pessimistic and disheartened. 

The condition of the wheat sprouts is not as good now as last year at the 
same time, to be sure; but to suppose that reduced yields are a foregone 

conclusion is wrong and harmful. Every place has had experiences and exanm- 
ples such as the following: growth of the wheat is not good at first, but 

when care is increased at a later stage, a fine harvest is obtained, some- 
times with bumper harvests being obtained. Speaking in terms of the national 
situation, last summer's grain didn't grow very well at first either. One 
hundred million mu of wheat was planted late because of a need to deal with 

drought; quality of seeds was poor; there was a serious situation with shoots 
that failed to come up and with cracking of the soil around shoots, and for 

a long time in the spring there was an attack of a “cold spell" with the 
wheat growing quite poorly in quite a few places. During the later period, 
however, tending of the fields was improved, the dry weather and low tempera- 
tures overcome, am there were no hot, dry winds to cause damage. The 
grains swelled greatly, and another bumper harvest took place on top of 
the one of the year before. Total yields amounted to 18 billion jin [sic] 
more than in the previous year. So if the wheat doesn't grow well during its 
early period, it is not beyond resuce. Recently in the provinces of Henan, 
Shandong, Hebei, Shanxi, and in Beijing municipality units concerned have 

several times organized specialists, technicians, and peasant technicians 



to penetrate into the rural villages to examine the wheat, to talk about 
the condition of the sproute, and to analyze the production picture. A 
large volume of first hand data shows that ae of now wheat yields are 
not a foregone conclusion, 

At the present time, the principal wheat producing regions are from 40 to 
50 daye away from the summer harvest, and in many places the wheat ie just 
now begianing to grow and elongate with apike differentiation entering into 
the last part of the double ridge stage or the period of the differentiation 
of the outer glume. The main thrust of care during thie period must be on 
getting large spikes and on increasing the per thousand weight of grains. 
The potential for increased yields is very great in these areas. In wheat 
growing areas of the north, good watering of the wheat must be done during 
the jointing period, with repeated application of fertilizer during the 
jointing period, depending on growth of shoots. Right now, further cultiva- 
‘ton should be done in places where further cultivation is still possible 
to promote ground warmth, and prevent loss of moisture. In the southern 
wheac growing areas, the ditches must continue to be kept clean to prevent 
water damage to the crop. In both the north and the south, prevention and 

control of wheat diseases and insect pests must be done with fertilizer 
being sprayed around the roots, and preparatory work done to guard against 
hot dry winds, and mildew and rot as a result of overcast and rainy weather 
at the time of harvest. Until a bumper harvest is in hand, there can be no 

slackening of care. 

At presen., climatic conditions are still not favorable for the growth of 

wheat, and to get a bumper grain harvest will be an extremely arduous task. 

Buc matters lie in man's hands. If only we further strengthen leadership, 
overcome the idea that reduced yields are a foregone conclusion, arouse the 
masses, work ceaselessly and unremittingly, strengthen confidence, work in 
a down-to-earth way, we can certainly triumph over natural disasters to 
gain a bumper summer grain harvest. 
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NATLONAL 

POPULARIZE SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE 

Beijing GUANGMING RIBAO in Chinese 19 Mar 80 p 1 

[GUANGMING RIBAO 19 March report: "Notices Sent Out by the Scientific 

Committees of Ningxia, Guangxi, Shanxi, Sichuan, Hunan, and Other Provinces 

and Autonomous Regions") 

[Text] Since this newspaper published a statement by a leading member of 
the State Scientific and Technological Commission proposing major efforts 

to popularize science and technology in agriculture, the scientific com. 
mittees of Ningxia, Guangxi, Shanxi, Sichuan, Hunan, and other provinces 
and autonomous regions have enthusiastically gone into action and sent out 

ntoices asking scientific committees at all levels to suit measures to |ocal 
conditions and devote major efforts to popularizing science and technol opy 
in agriculture, and by doing so strive for an overall increase in production 
in farming, forestry, animal husbandry, sideline occupations, and fishery. 

In its notice, the Scientific (Committee of the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region 

called for scientific committees at all levels to work jointly with relevant 
departments, suit measures to local conditions, and actively promote the 

31 new varieties of crops, representing seven categories, that have been 
examined and approved in the autonomous region. The regional committee 

also called for comprehensive application of scientific techniques to the 
cultivation of wheat and oil-bearing crops, as summarized at the regional 
conference on joint efforts to obtain bumper crops, as weil as for develop- 

ment of stronger rice seedlings, early transplantation of rice seedlings, 

uniform application of fertilizer, and other techniques. There is a plan 
to improve the saline-alkali soil in the lowlying Yinbei area by introducing 
an integrated system of well irrigation, well drainage, and turrow irrigation, 
which will serve to lower the water table. Chemical weeding is to be pro- 

moted vigorously. Pastoral areas are to be made green by human effort, and 
the pastures thus created wil! be divided into districts to be grazed on a 
rotation basis--a practice which will] replace unrestricted grazing. With 

respect to forestry, plans call for trees and shrubs to be planted together 
in irrigated areas in order to create shelter forests for farmland, and for 
vigorous afforestation efforts over large areas of sandy wasteland and 

loess plateaus aimed at covering the hill country with a combination of 
trees, shrubs, and seed grass. 



The Scientific Committee of the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region said in its 
notice that eince the 1950's, Guangxi ha» virorously promoted Zhenzhu Al, 
Guangxuan No. 3, Baoxuan No, 2, Tuanjle No, 1, and other high-quality seeds, 

as well as phosphate fertilizer, green manure, and hybrid varieties of corn, 
and their use in agricultural production is now quite extensive. During the 

past year, a number of achievements in agricultural science and new farming 
techniques have been applied in succession to production, and each has come 

to play a definite role. In an effort to turther successfully promote 

scientific agricultural techniques this year, the regional committee is 
asking scientific committees at all levels in the autonomous region to 
promptly select existing ecientific farming techniques appropriate to con- 

ditions in their respective areas, and adopt vigorous measures to popularize 

them. 

The notice issued by the Scientific Committee of Shanxi Province said that 
since the Third Plenary Session of the llth Party Central Committee, the 

work of popularizing science and technology in agriculture has been strongly 
emphasized by party committees at all levels and by the government, 
leartening successes have been achieved with superior varieties of wheat, 
corn, millet, and other grains; with high-yield production techniques such 
as the use of plastic awnings in the cultivationof wheat, millet, cotton, 
and vegetables; with the use in afforestation in north China of two tech- 

niques for raising larch seedlings--namely, under sunlight and in paper 
sacks; with the water technologies of excitation and polarization in pros- 
pecting for water, building dikes by hydraulic flushing, dredging silt with 

nydraulic power, using water pumps to combat erosion, and filtration irri- 
‘ation; with an improved method of freezing cattle semen; and with biological 
ontrol of insects that damage grain and cotton. The provincial committee 

is urging all county scientific committees to concentrate their energies 

on experimentation and setting an example during this year's drive to 
popularize science and technology in agriculture, and to judge their respec- 
tive efforts by their successes or failures. 

The notice issued by the Scientific Committee of Sichuan Province called on 
ail scientific committees within the province and relevant units to study 
and summarize experiences in popularizing achievements in agricultural 

cience and new farming techniques, and, on the basis of local production 
requirements, to stress special needs, bring superiority into play, select 

n accordance with the weakest links in agricultural production tested and 

proven approaches for their respective areas that can be relied on to 
‘roduce notable economic results, and formulate popularization plans. 
committees and units should practice scientific management, clearly define 
responsibilities for production technology, and use economic methods to 

rganize demonstrations in their popularization work. In every locality, 

relevant units and scientific committees must actively try out methods for 
jividing earnings into amounts comparable with prodvction quotas that are 

fulfilled and overfulfilled, and to play the roles, respectively, of agri- 
ultural scientific research units and village organizations engaged in 

sclenctific experimentation. 

ne Scientific Committee of Hunan Province in its notice called on prefectural 
1d county scientific committees to do a good job of popularizing science 
nd technology in agriculture, and to develop the quality and range of 
production. 
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NAT LONAL 

"RENMIN RIBAO' URGES CONSERVATION OF *ISHERY RESOURCES 

HKO80847 Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 22 Apr 80 pp l, 2 

(Editorial: "An Appeal for the Prote tion of Offshore Fishery Resources" | 

(Text) Fishery resources in our offshore + >ters are suffering serious 
destruction. If no effective measures are ‘nm to protect and restore 

them, they will be exhausted. We must m a very strong appeal on this 

matter! 

Southeast China borders the sea on two sides. Our continental shoreline 
is more than 18,000 km, our sea area is vast and coastal fishery resources 
fairly abundant. Since the late 1950s, due to disregard of objective laws 

in economic work and blind pursuit of high production targets, there has 
been a one-sided stress on high fishery production. Fishery resources be- 
gan to decline as early as the 1960s due to great increases in the number of 
bottom trawlers which concentrated on repeated "mopping up" operations in 
offshore waters without corresponding expansion of fishing grounds, plus the 
fact that some localities ‘opsidedly stressed development of grain production 

and blindly reclaimed farm land from the sea, thus destroying some breeding 

grounds for fish and shrimp. During the great cultural revolution, the 
"theory of exhaustion of natural resources" was vigorously criticized. In- 
discriminate fishing was further intensified and a catastrophe befell the 
coastal waters. As a result of "draining the sea tc catch the fish," fishery 

production in the 1970s as compared to the 1960s rcse by only 5/7 percent as 
unit production fell by 55 percent while the total horsepower of coastal 
trawlers increased by 247 percent. In the past 2 years, even total production 

has consistently gone down. At present, economically valuable fish in the gulf 
of Bohai are virtually nonexistent; huge seasonal migrations of hairta‘ls and 
yellow croakers can no longer be observed in the Yellow Sea; production of 

large and small yellow croakers in the East China Sea has gone down greatly; 

and catches ‘n the South China Sea are mostly fingerlings. In total national 
marine fishery production, eight species which are economically more yaluable 

and which are caught in fairly large quantities like hairtails and yellow 

croakers account for only 28 percent of the output. Economically less valu- 

able and miscellaneous small fish account for more than half the catch. 



This situation is alarming. At present, the more serious problem is that 

some comrades have not realized the dangers of exhausting natural resources. 

Some localities are still blindly acquiring more Soats and nets, establish- 
ing more coastal tishing enterprises and increasing the Intensity of tishing. 

Since the call to control the intensity of coastal fishing was issued the 

year before last, motor fiehing boats in the country still ircreased by a 
margin of 200,000 horsepower last year. This cannot but arouse worry and 
concern, 

Fish and shriwp are aquatic animals having a natural reproduction cycle. 

Adults breed fries and fries grow to become adults to breed fries again. 

Rational tishitng operations should be carried out after the fish aud shrimp 

breeding period to catch the adults while leaving the fries behind in order 

for them to go on breeding from generation to generation. If exhaustive 

catching is done persistently without considering the season and without 
ifscriminating between adults and fries, fish and shrimp will become extinct. 

Some people think that "the oceans are wide and vast and resources are with- 

mut limit and inexhaustible." This is wrong. With today's modernized fish- 

ing boats and equipment, improper fishing practices could lead to rapid 

exhaustion of resources. We must strictly take into consideration the natural 

reproduction cycle of fishery resources in planning reproduction in the fish- 
ing economy and practice scientific fishing. At present, we must firmly lower 

the fishing quota in the offshore seas, reduce the number of bottom trawlers 
and eliminate the fixed fishing nets which seriously damage fishery resources. 

iJ it irious levels must set a reasonable fishing quota in ac- 

ordance with the fishery resources situation and plan production according 

to the limits of the fishing quota. They should not commend those who "over- 
fulfill the fishery production target" anymore. Only in this manner can we 
give coastal fishery resources an opportunity to have some breathing room and 

Lo reproduce and gradually restore their vitality. 

Some comrades have asked: "Is it more important to conserve fishery resources 
or guarantee the fishermen's production and livelihood? If we are to reduce 
the inber of fishing boats and nets, how do we feed the fishermen? Juxta- 

posing the protection of resources and the interests of the fishermen is a 
opsided viewpotnc. It lacks foresight. As a consequence of the one-sided 
levelopment of fishing operations for a long time, there are indeed some 

culties in making adjustments now. However, if we refuse to 
reduce the number of fishing boats and nets and allow the amount of resources 

to further decline, would this not later affect the production and livelihood 

of the fishermen even more seriouslv? Some 20 years of indiscriminate fishing 
ave already caused a deterioration in the resources, decreases in production, 

declines in the income of the fishing people and unprecedented difficulties 

in the offshore fishing industry. If we do not resolutely make readjustments, 

he istal tishing industry will be brought to the brink of bankruptcy. 
Therefore, todav's reduction of fishing boats and nets will be for tomorrow's 

teady development. This is totally compatible with the vital interests of 
he fishing veople 

‘ *8 



[H¥080853) The readjustment of coastal fiahing operations is an urgent 
and complicated task, Not only must the problem of inappropriate propor- 
tions between fishing capacity and the availability of resources and species 
of fish, and between fishing and breeding be solved, but we must simultaneous- 
ly reduce fishing operations and make proper arrangements for a way ovt for 
production, We must support enterprises, communes and brigades in adopting 
seining, drifting, line and various other methods of fishing; in gradually 
remodeling fishing boats to suit ocean fishing and open up new fishing grounds; 
and in improving refrigeration, developing marine product proceseing and other 
industrial and sideline production to start them off on the road toward inte- 
grating fishing, industry and commerce. We must actively develop artificial 
breeding and increase fishery resources. In short, even in fishery produc- 

tion, more waye and means and sources of income must be tapped rather than 
limiting ourselves to one type of operation. At this time, countries in the 
world with advanced fishing industries have placed their emphasis on artifi- 
cial breeding and reproduction because catching operations involve fish and 
shrimp which have a natural growth cycle. It ia impossible to expand this 
indefinitely. From relying on » blessings of nature to conducting artifi- 
cial breeding and reproduction is a great leap in the development of fishery 
production. The trend of development is the same as mankind's progress on 
land from hunting wild animals to domesticating livestock and cultivating 

crops. Its characteristics are: stable output, quick results and high 
profit. Our fishing industry must also develop in that direction. If we 

could make use of all the 7.4 million mu of shallow sea and beaches for arti- 
ficial breeding, what a vast marine farm it would be and how much more marine 
products could be produced for the people! 

To restore marine resources, we must vigorously implement the "regulation on 

the reproduction and protection of fishery resources" promulgated by the 
state council and effec vely strengthen fishery management. We must estab- 

lish the system of registering fishing boat operations and issuing fishing 
permits as soon as possible and firmly rectify the chaotic situation in 
fishing production. We must do wel! in coordinating the actual policies and 

measures of various provinces and municipalities and state- and collectively- 
operated fishing enterprises to protect fishery resources. Fishing grounds 
must be divided into zones, each of which will engage in their own produc- 

tion. We must forbid fishing operations by non-fishing unite such as fac- 
tories and mines and prohibit crossing over to other zones to fish. We must 
vigorously prevent industrial pollution and protect the environment for the 
growth of fish and shrimp. Last year, some localities reinstated or promul- 
gated restricted areas and seasons where fishing was not allowed and estab- 
lished administrative organs to manage fishery. This has somehow turned the 
tide of the anarchic fishing situation which has existed for many years. 
Thue, a good order of production is starting to form. This is favorable to 
the protection of resources and the development of production. Organs at 
all levels in fishing areas should all follow suit. 

We do not yet have experience in readjusting the offshore fiehing industry. 
We muct conduct more studies and investigations, listen to opinions from all 



sectors, atart from concrete reality, assess new experiences and solve new 
problems. If leadership at all levels pays serious attention to the fishing 
induetry, effectively etrengthens leadership and worke with a scientific 
attitude, there is no reason our country's offshore fishery resources can- 

not be gradually restored and developed and the marine fishing industry supply 
the people with more and more fish and shrimp and other marine producte after 
several years of hard work. 

C80 4007 



ANHUT 

BRIEFS 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTLON--The Anhui Provincial Party Committee called a stand- 
ing committee meeting from 17 to 18 April to discuss questions of how to speed 
up Anhui's agricultural production with scientific and technological guidance 
and how to raise the level of scientific farming. The meeting aleo listened 
to an investigation report on establishing new bases for marketable grains 
in Huaibei area and discussed the questions on building high and stable-yield 
farmland geographic distribution of crops in the (Peishihang) irrigation zone. 
The meeting was presided over by Comrade Gu Zhuoxin, secretary of the Provin- 
cial Party Committee, and attended by Yang Weiping, Cheng Guanghua, and other 
responsible comrades from the Provincial People's Congress and the Provincial 
CPPCC Committee. The Anhui Provincial Party Committee will hold a meeting in 
May to make final decisions on what was discussed at this meeting in order to 
lay the groundwork for mapping out a concrete plan for the development o! 
Anhui Province'’s agriculture in 1980. [0W240456 Hefei Anhui Provincial Ser- 
vice in Mandarin 1100 GMT 22 Ap: 80 OW) 

AQUATLC PRODUCTS MEETING--The Anhui Provincial meeting on the work of aquatic 

products held recently in Hefei called for efforts to fulfill the 1980 aquatic 
products production and procurement plans for the province. The meeting 
pointed out that the province's total output of such products in 1979 was over 
57,200 dun, or 7.5 percent greater than 1978, and its total procurement amount 
was 11,050 dun, overfulfilling the yearly plan by 10.5 percent. Vice Gover- 

nor Meng Fulin made an important speech at the meeting. Comrade (Zhu Zhuwu), 
director of the Fishery Administrative Bureau of the State Aquatic Products 
Bureau, made 4a report on the situation of fish production at home and abroad. 
[OW151417 Hefei Anhui Provincia! Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 14 Apr 80 OW] 

ANQING PREFECTURE COTTON SOWING--Anqing Prefecture, Anhui Province, had 

completed sowing of cotton on 598,000 mu of fields as of 27 April. [Hefei 

Anhui Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 6 May 80) 

SUXIAN PREFECTURE COTTON SOWING--As of 29 April, Suxian Prefecture of 

Anhui Province had completed sowing cotton on 860,000 mu of cotton field, 

thus fulfilling 96.7 percent of this year's cotton-sowing task. [Hefei 

Anhui Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 2 May 80 OW) 



JANZHAL COUNTY FOREST PESTS-Among some 200,000 mu of forest in (Lanxi) 
District in Anhui's Jinghai County, about 100,000 mu is being stricken 
by pests. During a week following 14 April, a unit under the Nanjing 
PLA Air Force stationed in Anhud's Liuen Prefecture sent five planes 
to apray insecticide on some 110,000 mu of forest, Good results were 
produced, (Hefei Anhui Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 27 Apr 80) 

AGRICULTURE~FISHERY MEETING=--The standing committee of the Anhui Provincial 
CCP Committee held a meeting on 22 April to listen to reports by (Li Guang- 
heug), deputy secretary general of the Provincial Agriculture Society, on 
readjustment of the farming esyatem and by (Li Xiufang), deputy secretary 
general of the Provincial Aquatic Product Society, on the acceleration of 
aquatic production in Ahui. Secretary Gu Zhuoxin of the Provincial CCP Com- 
mittee presided over and spoke at the meeting, calling for taking effective 

measures to develop Anhui's aquatic production resources. Attending the meet- 
ing were responsible persons of the Provincial CCP Committee, Provincial Peo- 
le's Congress Standing Committee, Provincial People's Government and depart- 

mente concerned. [0WO11245 Hefei Anhui Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 
GMT 29 Apr 80 OW] 
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FUJLAN 

BRIEFS 

COASTAL RECLAMATLON--There have been new achievements in land reclamation 
projects in the coastal areas of Fujian. According to statistics, 81,000 mu 
of land were reclaimed last year by enclosing tideland. This represents an 
increase of 60 percent over that of 1978 and the highest record since libera- 
tion. In accordance with the eight-character principle, no new projects were 
launched last year and efforts were concentrated on key projects. The state 
allocated more than 10 million yuan and 13 million jin of grain subsidy to 
aid the projects. Of the 21 key projects involving more than 3,000 mu of 

land each, 6 have been completed, reclaiming an area of 6,700 mu. Nearly 

half the 57 smaller projects have been completed. The (Xibowan) project in 
Dongshan County was completed last August and cultivation area was expanded 

by 32,000 mu. The (Jingkou) project in Xiamen City was completed in 1 year 
and 2 months, expanding farm land by 6,000 mu. In many places, after the 
completion of the reclamation projects, people are making further efforts to 
be able to utilize the reclaimed land in production this year. [Fuzhou Fujian 
Provincial Service in Mandarin 10355 GMT 14 Apr 80 HK) 

CSO: 4007 
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GANSU 

BRIEFS 

POOR TEAMS HELPED--This year, the Gansu Provincial People's Government has 
iecided to appropriate 25 million yuan in state funds to help poor teams and 
low-p.oduction teams improve agricultural production. State funds have been 
allotted to eight counties, including Zhangiiaduan, Qinan, Zhuanglang, 
Zhenyuan, Wudu, Zhuqu, Dongxiang and Gulang. The Provincial People's Govern- 
ment called on these counties to make full use of these funds to help com- 
munes and brigades develop animal husbandry, buy small farm machines and 
implements, run commune-run and brigade-run enterprises, develop economic 
forests and diversified economy. [Lanzhou Gansu Provincial Service in 
Mandarin 1125 GMT 26 Apr 80 SK] 
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GUANGDONG 

TRANSPLANTING OF EARLY RICE ALMOST COMPLETED BY 17 APRIL 

Commentary on Situation 

Guangzhou NANFANG RIBAO in Chinese 21 Apr 80 p 1 

[Text] Most parte of our province have virtually completed transplanting 
seedlings for the early rice crop and are now putting the finishing touches 
on the task. We hope that the cadres and masses everywhere wil. strengthen 
their confidence, advance on the crest of victory, do a job of tending the 
fields, and reap a bumper harvest from the early crop. 

There ie ample objective foundation for our talk of strengthening confidence 
and advancing on the crest of victory. Because party committees at every 
echelon have adhered to and improved the party's leadership, have further 
implemented the various policies of the party, and have fully mustered the 
enthusiasm of the masses, spring plowing this year has been done rapidly 
and well. In most parte of the province, the rate of progress in trans- 
planting rice seedlings has been faster by a week or more than last year, 
with no lagging behind the farming season. This is a victory possessed of 
great significance, because it not only establishes the prerequisite condi- 
tione for obtaining a bumper harvest from the early crop, but also provided 
possibility for avoiding the “cold dew wind" with the late crop. This year 
the work preparatory to plowing wae done more solidly than last year; the 
quality of the farm work was higher; and more chemical fertilizer was avail- 
able than last year. Requiring emphasise is that this year's planting of 
"Guichao" superior variety ase the early crop covered an area of about 10 mil- 
lion mu as compared with the more than 6 million mu for the same period last 
year. This is an important and beneficial factor in gaining a bumper har- 
veet from the early crop. Of each au of "Guichao” can produce increased 
yields of from several score to 100 jin or more, a striking increase in to- 
tal grain yield will occur. All of this demonstrates that now that we have 
done a good job of fighting the spring plowing battle, we must confidently 
go on to gain a bumper harvest! 

Meriting attention is some comrades’ excessive emphasis on weather fac- 
tore and consequent lack of adequate confidence in gaining a bumper har- 
vest. They say that if this year's weather is not as good as last year's, 
reaping a bumper harvest will be difficult. Such views require further 



analyeis. We acknowledge that the quality of the weather has a direct bear- 
ing on agricultural harvests, and when disastrous weather occurs, the bearing 

ie greater. However, this acknowledgement is absolutely not to be passive 

and absolutely ie not to await the onslaught of disaster. Quite the con- 
trary, it ie to master the laws, to hasten benefite while avoiding harm, 

and to triumph over disaster to gain a bumper harvest. The ever increasing 
advanced experiences of prefectures and units in our province attest that 
thie is completely attainable. A spectacular example hase been the bumper 
harvests obtained for 3 yeare running in Hua County, Panyu County, and Chao- 
yang County in Shaoguan Prefeeture that thie newspaper has reported during 
the past couple of months. In these places, bumper harvests were reaped in 
normal harvest years, and other places had similar increases in yields in 
years when they were hit with yield reducing calamities. From the looks of 
the situation this year, it is entirely possible that we will be able to ap- 
ply and broaden the advanced experiences of these places throughout the pro- 
vince so that the entire province will have greater assurance of reaping a 

bumper harvest. This is because this year most places kept apace of the 
farming season in completing their chores and did a better job of carrying 
out measures for increased yields. Given these fundamental conditions, 
even should abnormal weather occur it will be entirely possible to triumph 
over difficulties and teap a bumper harvest. The pessimistic arguments about 
this year's agricultural production lack scientific foundation and are in- 
correct. 

Of course, to advance on the crest of victory will be no easy matter. We 
will have to handle matters throughout with a mentality of fighting disas- 
ter to gain a bumper harvest, and we will have to perform a series of arduous 
tasks. Most important is reliance on policies and on science, particularly 
further implementation of a system of responsibility for production, getting 
commune members to farm the fields according to scientific standards, and 4o- 
ing a good job of tending the fields. Fullest use has to be mace of agri- 
cultural scientists and technicians and the local experts from avwong the 
peasant masses so that cultivation will be done on time, water wil. be used 
in a rational way, fertilizer will be applied in a rational way, and ticre 
will be effective prevention and control of diseases and inspect pests. 
On the issue of fertilizer application, overemphasis should not be given to 
prevention and control of insect pests on "Guichao" rice. Good preparations 
should be made to resist drought or flooding so that when calamity suddenly 
strikes battle can be waged and won. 

It should be mentioned here that there are still some prefectures in which 
urgent attention should be given crash transplanting of rice seedlings. In 

& emall number of places on Hainan Island, fairly serious drought has left 

some rice fields without water right up to the present time. We hope that 
local leadership comrades there will organize the masses to complete drought 
resistance and crash transplanting within the shortest time. For those rice 
fields for which there is truly no way to obtain water, discussions should 

be held with the masses for a timely change to the planting of alternative 
crops. In several counties in Huiyang Prefecture, the race of progress in 

transplanting seedlings has been slow for some time. Now local party and 



government ieaders have plunged into the front line to lead the peasants 
with all the etrength at their command to transplant seedlings in an effort 
to complete the traneplating within a few days, It is entirely necessary 
that thia be done. 

Yesterday wae the day of the "Grain Rain," eo the season for tending the 
fields has arrived. ‘To reap a bumper harvest of the early crop we cannot 
delay for a single day, we must intently grasp every link in production and 
hold fast so that a bumper harveet will not slip from our grasp. 

Early Rice Harvest 

Guangzhou NANFANG RISAO in Chinese 21 Apr 80 p 1 

[Text] As of 1? April 2.44 million mw of early rice amounting to 82 per- 
cent of the total area co be planted had been planted throughout the pro- 
vince. The rate © progress was a week faster than last year. Now most 

prefectures chroughout che province have substantially completed their plant- 
ing work and have curned to tending the early rice crop and other spring- 
planted crops in an effort to harvest a bumper harvest of the early crop. 

Last year our province harvested a bumper grain crop, and also had increa- 
see in yields of peanuce, soybeans, and casava over the previous year. In 
order to develop further this very favorable situation and to reap an across- 
the-board bumper harvest {n agriculture this year, once last year's harvest 
was in and winter planting was virtually completed, the party organization 
and government unite at cwery level wide-rangingly stimulated the masses, 
conscient!ovusly summarizec the lessons of experience, and early formula~ 

ted various production plans end measures for increased yields this year. 
Right after the luner new year, the party organization at various levels 

of the province, prefectures, and counties assigned a large number of 

cadres in government organizations to the front line of agricultural pro- 
duction to enhance leedership in spring plowing and production. Last winter 
and thie spring, each leadership level of Foshan Prefeeture organized be- 

tween 40 and 50 percent of the labor force to start to accumulate fertili- 
zer, bring {nm mud, plow up the soil in winter to allow it to sun, and to im- 
prove fielde of low productivity. Right after the lunar new year, the pre- 
fecture CCP committee again adopted effective measures, concentrating labor 
forces, animal power, and machinery to get going on spring plowing. As of 
5 daye after ‘Oingr ne’ (around 5 April), the entire prefecture had virtually 
completed transplantation of rice seedlings making this the fastest year in 
the past 70 years Theoqtng Prefecture profited from the lesson of reduced 
yields in its Dilane f elds in former years resulting from inability to 
avoid the “dragon boat rains” (early June) because of delayed planting. 
Thies year it mede wide use of plastic sheeting to ward oft cold while grow- 

ing rice seeclinge, anc mede an intensive transplanting of seedlings before 
"Qingming™ on the entire 180 m of ite Dilang fields to win the initiative 
in the production season. Mei County also profited from last year's lessons 

of delayed transplanting, which resulted in reduced yields. This year's 
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early crop was ready for the season with sowing of seeds and transplanta- 

tion of seedlings all being done earlier than last year, and quality was bet- 
ter too. In Shantou Prefecture where quite a large variety of spring crops 
are harvested, the harvest season was delayed as a result of early spring 
cold. In order to keep apace of the farming season, chey made arrangements 
whereby manpower both harvested and transplanted at the same time in order 
to ineure that the rice seedlings would be planted on time, 

In the Hainan Administrative Dietrict and on the Leizhou Peninsula, winter 
and spring drought caused great hardships in preparing the fields and 
planting seedlings for an early crop. In these prefectures, work centered 
on fighting the drought, intensive transplanting, intensive cultivation, and 
fighting drought to protect the seedlings in order to reap a bumper har- 
vest of the early crop. The Hainan Administrative District organized al- 

most 300,000 laborers, put into action more than 3,500 water pumps, more than 
750 electric motors, damned up streams in more than 2,300 places, and dug 
more than 5,400 wells to fight the drought and rush to plant rice seedlings 
on more than a million mu of land. 

Every place gave emphasis to the spread of "Guichao" superior breed and the 
growing of sturdy seedlings as important measures in reaping a bumper early 
crop harvest. This year's early crop of "Guichao" has risen from last year's 
4 million mu of planted area throughout the province to this year's approxi- 
mately 10 oiliion mu. In order to do a good job of farming "Guichao," many 
places have operated agricultural technical training classes to buttress 
training in the techniques of growing rice seedlings, to main.ain thin sow- 
ing of seeds of propagate strong seedlings, to set up and perfect various 

systems of production responsibility, and to guarantee a quality job in 

transplantation of seedlings. 

Every trade and profession did a better job than last year in giving sup- 
port to epring plowing and production, and military units stationed in each 
area also vigorously helped commune members transplant seedlings, playing an 

active role in the advancement of spring plowing and production. 

Except for mountainous regions in the north and several counties in Huiyang 
Prefecture where transplantation of seedlings for the early rice crop is 
still in progress, elsehwere throughout the province attention has now turned 

to cultivating the fields, and additional applications of fertilizer as the 
main task in care of the fields as part of early transplanting and early 
care, tending and transplanting, and perfect and meticulous care. In many 

places the early transplanted rice seedlings have had their first applica- 
tion of fertilizer; the seedlings have greened and tillering has taken place 
quickly, and growth has been gratifying. 
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GUANGDONG 

SUCCESS OF AGAICULT) (AL. INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX REPORTED 

Guangzhou NANFANG RLDAO in Chinese 18 Mar 80 p 1 

[Article by y , tion and Review Office of Guangdong Provincial CPP 
Committee Genera: Office: "Integrated Management of Agriculture, Industry, 
and Commerce imperative. ‘The Inspiration Given Us by Practices at the 
Baiyunshan “arm 

(Text! Editor's Note: The Baiyunshan Farm is a very 

efrectively run etate farm. The profits and tax 
monies (portion owned by all the people) that it has 

turned ov: iigher authorities are equal to the 
total state investment since the establishment of the 

farm nd fc has created fixed assets with a total 

vali 20 million yuan. Even more gratifying is 
that ta '978 and 1979 every accounting unit in the 
entire farm realized a profit. This investigative 

report focuses on telling how the Baiyunshan Farm, 

which ts a farm with numerous people and scant 
land located near a large city, while doing a good 

job tn agriculture, was able as well to vigorously 
develop induetry to develop agriculture and livestock 

raising, using this "snowball" method to make the 
farm grow strong. Their experience demonstrates for 
a state farm to be well run and fully demonstrate 

an exemplery role, it must follow the road of 

integrated management of agriculture, industry, 
and commerce The view that a farm can only tend 
to cwin, and that operating industries and running 
commercie! enterprises is not tending to its proper 

bus in wrong. Naturally, just how each farm 
goes abo.t implementing a policy of integrated 

management of agriculture, industry and commerce 
must Segin with the realities of the local situation, 
adopting effective and workable methods, as well as 
constantly summarizing experiences in the course of 

practice to achteve perfection. 



In January of this year, the Salyunshan Farm combined with 
the Huangjinwei Farm and the Shatian Orchard to form 

the Guangzhou Municipal Baiyuan Agricultural, Industrial 
and Commercial Company. We hope they will diligently 

carry out the party's programs and policies, and strive 
to act in accordance with economic laws, advancing with 
giant strides along the road of integrated management 
of agriculture, industry, and commerce. 

The BSaiyushan Farm (now combined with the Huangjinwel Farm, and the Shatian 
Orchard to form the Guangzhou Municipal Baiyun Agricultural, Industrial, 

and Commercial Company) is located in the suburbs of Guangzhou Municipality. 

It was formed in 1958 through the amalgamation of the Government Organization 
Cadre Farm operated by the former Guangdong Provincial CCP Committee, the 
Provincial People's Committee, and the Guangzhou Municipal CCP Committee. 

Organization of the farm was through simultaneous ownership by all the 

people and by the collective. tn 1979 the total output value of the portion 
owned by all the people amounted to 18 million yuan. During the 15 year 
period 1965 to 1979, it realized a total profit of 10 million yuan. It 

turned over to higher authorities profits amounting to 4.78 million yuan and 
tax monies amounting to 4.79 million yuan. The two sums total 9.57 million 

yuan, af amount equal to the total amount invested by the state since the 
founding o' che farm. They also created a large amount of property, and a 

farm head.arters with subordinate industrial plants, livestock farms, and 
16 management units. They maintain a total of more than 200,000 cubic meters 
of buildings, between 600 and 700 pieces of machinery equipment, 140 motor 

vehicles, i120 large and small tractors, and fixed assets totaling 20 million 
yuan in value. With the support of the portion owned by all the people, the 

collectively owned portion's production has also rapidly developed. In 
1979 its total output value amounted to 5.23 million yuan. The Baiyunshan 
Farm has become an advanced unit in the farm system of the entire country 

and in the agriculture of Guangdong Province. 

Has the Farm "Jumped the Tracks" in Running Industry? 

For a farm to run industries used to be considered "jumping the tracts." 
Why is it that the Baiyunshan Farm has consistently adhered to the operation 
of industry? They say that they ran industries during the 1960's for the 

sake of the farm's survival, and they ran industries during the 1970's for 
the sake of the farm's growth. Had industries not been operated, there 
would not be the Baiyunshan Farm of today. 

Numerous people on scant land and located near a large city characterizes 

the Baiyunshan Farm, Capitalizing on this characteristic, they have put 
co fullest use the labor resources of the farm and turned their efforts to 

the development of industry, thereby finding a place for a large number of 
educated youths to use their talents. This constituted a specific condition 
in the decision to have the farm run industry. 
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Still another important reason impelling the Baiyunshan Farm to its decision 

to operate industries was the scissoring in prices between industrial and 
agricultural products, and the uncertainty in supply of the means of pro- 
duction and the feeds and fodders necessary to running agriculture, Given 

these circumstances, simply to farm and do nothing else would not have 
permitted a rapid turn around in their deficit situation. Therefore, they 
acted in a practical and realistic way to find other ways of producing, relying 
on the operation of industrial to earn the money needed to support agriculture 
and advance agriculture. During the latter part of the 1960's, they began 
by running two old plants~-a farm machine plant and a plant for making dried 

bean milk cream in tight rolls. Later on, they operated a spare parts plant. 
By 1969 industrial output value reached 3.57 million yuan for a profit of 
860,000 yuan, After allowing for expenditures to make up agricultural losses 

and administrative expenses in operating the farm, the portion of the farm 
owned by all the people returned a profit totaling 380,000 yuan. This was 
the first year in which the Baiyunshan Farm turned a deficit into a profit, 

and it was also a new take-off point for the rapid growth of the farm's 
economy. In 1972 after the farm machinery plant and the spare parts plant 

got an infusion of capital from the farm machinery sector, the farm became 
like a tiger that had grown wings in the operation of industry. They both 

developed existing industries and raised capital themselves to develop a 
pharmaceutical workshop that had formerly produced only creat tablets into 
a plant capable of producing more than 30 varieties of pharmaceuticals with 
an annual output value of between 4 and 5 million yuan. They also started 
to operate a radio receiver plant with an annual output value of between 3 
and 4 million yuan. The farm machinery plant, the spare parts plant, the 
pharmaceutical plant, and the radio plant have presently become important 
economic mainstays of the farm. With the growth of industry came increased 

earnings year by year for the part of the farm owned by all the people, but 

the farming, forestry, and livestock raising units still ran deficits for 
the most part. Later on, however, at the urging and support of the farm, 

the various farming, forestry and livestock raising units of the farm also 
began to earn profits by operating industries, and turned around a deficit 

situation. In 1979, total industrial output value reached 24 million yuan, 
a 5.7 fold increase over 1969. Net profit for 1978 and 1979 respectively 

was 2.3 million and 2.1 million yuan, and four to five-fold increase over 
1969. 

The swift growth of industry by the Baiyunshan Farm has promoted the growth 
of the agriculture, forestry, livestock raising, and fishery industries. 
The facts demonstrate that for a farm to operate industries well for the 

purpose of advancing agricluture is a correct method. For farms having 
numerous people on scant land with few agricultural sideline products but 
with a location near a city, provided the situation permits, development 

of industry--even industries the development of which are not directly 

related to agricluture--is a workable method. Of course, as applied to most 
farms, this should principally be development of processing industries for 

agriclutural sideline products. 
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New Problems Appearing in the Wake of Great Efforts In the Livestock Industry 

In recent years, higher authorities stipulated that the Baiyunshan Farm put 
into effect a production program emphasizing the livestock industry. The 

farm adopted a positive attitude in the implementation of this program, which 
brought about great growth in ite livestock industry. Both the scope and 
the speed of newly developed chicken raising enterprises were impressive. 
In 1979 the quantity of meat and chicken sent to market increased 23 times 

over 1970, and milk production increased four-fold. Quail egg production 
rose from more than 280,000 eggs in 1971 to more than 850,000 eggs in 1979, 
a two-fold increase, 

However, development of the livestock industry, if evaluated on its own 

merits showed a loss each year. For every 100 yuan of output value between 
1976 and 1978, there was an annual loss of 31 yuan. In 1979, as a result 
‘f a rise in the prices of products plus improvements in administration and 

management, loss figures declined to 7.30 yuan. Im agriculture and forestry, 
however, for each 100 yuan of output value during 1979, there was a loss of 
30 yuan. Management reasons aside, there were many objective factors figur- 

ing in this. For example when farm and livestock products were purchased 
by commercial units, a part of the value was shifted to the commerical units; 
however, as a result of increases in transfer link expenses and administrative 
and management expenses, the commercial units would not necessarily make 

any money. ‘Therefore, were the farm to handle agriculture, industry and 
ommerce a a coordinated process with profits from sales being taken back 

either in part or in full, benefits would accrue for promotion of growth 

production in agriculture, forestry, livestock raising, and the fishing 

industry. For example, a 138 jin live pig would fetch 95.80 yuan when sold 
to the purchasing station, but if slaughtered by the farm and sold in pieces 

at state posted list prices, it would fetch 118.90 yuan, an increase of 23.10 
yuan. If some of the best cuts were to be made into sausage and cured meat 
and sold at government posted list prices, another 56.60 yuan of income could 

be realized for a 60 percent greater value than if the pig had been bought by 

the purchasing station. Even greater profit would be realized through full 
use of the pig such as use of its skin to make leather, the bristles to make 
ysteine (this product finds a ready export market and is already in production), 

and the viscera of the pig to make other pharmaceuticals. It was on the basis 
‘f the aforementioned circumstances that the farm asked to run an integrated 
igricultural, industrial, and commercial enterprise. 

Let the Enterprise "Snowball" Itself 

‘he Baiyunshan Farm had still another important experience, namely that for 

rhe farm to grow, it was necessary to enlarge the autonomy of enterprises and 
nave all the enterprises "snowball" themselves. 

‘any of the production units of the Baiyunshan Farm, particularly the 
industrial units, were founded without being part of the state plan for 

investment of funds, production, supply, or marketing. Capital was provided 
oy the farm itself, and these units started from scratch. Their principal 



method was to support each production unit in completion of production plans 
and profits, ueing some of the profite in excess of plan to expand further 
production, allowing the enterprise itself to “snowball.” The farm machinery 
plant started out as 4 emall shop for the repair of farm implements, Later 
on, by relying on ite own resources, it gradually expanded the jobs it did, 
produced spare parte for farm machines and repaired motor vehicles and tractors, 
growing larger day by day. Now thie plant's annual output value amounts to 
more than 7.5 million yuan with profite of more than 1 million yuan, Ite 
production of spare parte for farm machines amounts to one-tenth of those 
produced throughout the province, and it has become a key farm machine plant 
in our province. In 1976, the farm took another step in a system of financial 
responsibility for its pharmaceutical plant by turning over to the plant for 
ite use in further production money earned after the plant had finished 
turning over farm profits to higher authorities. For the past 4 years, the 
pharmaceutical plant has tendered to higher authorities a total profit o* 
1.47 million yuan, and the pharmaceutical plant has retained 900,000 yuan 
for use in expanding further production. Through such reliance on ite own 
profite in excess of plan to develop production, this plant increased its 
output value 5.8 times with profits increasing eight-fold. Last year the 
farm extended this management system of financial responsibility to the 
entire farm, 

While expanding autonomy of enterprises, the Baiyunshan Farm Party Committee 
strongly felt that when higher authorities did not transfer away all profits 
of enterprises, conditions were provided for the enterprises to "snowball" 
themselves, but that a more important condition was how well the enterprise 
_teelf wae administered and managed. Lacking this condition, the snow bal) 

would not roll, Therefore, they payed extremely close attention to enhancing 
the management of enterprises. After many years of effort, the entire farm 
has begun gradually to institute a system of echelon by echelon responsibility 
and an economic management system of accounting of separate industries by 
classification. Each agricultural and livestock raising unit and industrial 
unit has set up and perfected systems of personal responsibility of different 
kinds and systems of rewards and awards, thereby effectively regulating the 
labor enthusiasm of the broad masses of employees, and reducing year by 

year the deficit units throughout the farm while increasing year by year the 
unite showing profit and the amount of profit. During 1978 and 1979, every 
accounting unit showed a profit. 

in the process of running the farm, leadership cadres on all echelons at 
the Batyunshan Farm have persevered in arduous struggle, self-reliance, 
and vigorous management. Many cadres have regarded running the farm as an 
endeavor of the Party, have striven hard and have turned themselves into 

experts when they had been greenhorns. They dared to be realistic and 

practical, to do things in accordance with objective economic laws, uphold 
the profit principle in operating enterprises, and courageously allow 
cadres with a head for economics to take responsibility for leadership duty, 
actively utilize and depend upon technicians, and use scientific techniques 
to develop productivity. Additionally, they payed attention to searching out 
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and recruiting idle technicians in society, to organize technical corpse, 
and depend upon them to continuously improve product quality, actively 
introduce new technology, do a good job of replacing products with improved 
product competitiveness, These are important reasons why the farm has become 
better the longer it has been operated, 
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SHAOGUAN PREFECTURE DETAILS SUCCESS IN GRAIN PRODUCTION 

Guangzhou NANFANG RIBAO in Chinese 6 Mar 80 pp 1, 2 

{[Article: "Shaoguan Prefecture Makes Increased Grain Yields For 3 Years 
in a Row; Concentrates Main Energies on Agriculture and Strives To Do 
Things in Accordance With Natural Laws; Masters Natural Laws to Genuinely 
Hasten Benefits While Avoiding Harm to Wrest a Bumper Harvest in Agricu)- 
ture Across the Board Thies Year; Provincial CCP Committee Passes On Report 
From Shaoguan Prefecture; Calle Upon the Entire Province to Study Their 
Experiences and Work Hard") 

(Text) Every level of the party organization in Shaoguan Prefecture is 
concentrating ite energies on agriculture, absorbing the lessons of experi- 
ence of past agricultural production, studying and analyzing the local 
natural laws and characteristics, striving to do things in accordance wit» 
natural laws, and holding faet to crucial measures that are effective in 
increasing production to gain bumper harvests in grain production for 3 
years in a row. The Shaoguan Prefecture CCP Committee has systematically 

summarized the experiences of 3 consecutive years of increased yields and 
made a report to the provincial CCP committee. Recently, the Provincia! 
CCP Committee has approved this report for issuance throughout the province, 
calling upon everyone to study the experiences of Shaoguan Prefecture, and 
master natural laws to hasten benefits and avoid harm to wrest a bumper 
harvest in agriculture across the board this year. 

Beginning in 1977, total output and per unit output of grain in Shaoguan 
Prefecture annually exceeded the highest levels in history. In 1977 grain 
production began a breakthrough with 3 billion jin of grain. Predicted 
production for 1979 was for an excess of 3.21 billion jin, an increase of 
more than 406 million jin over 1976, and an increase of more than 160 mil- 

lion jin over 1978. Average annual production for the 3 years showed an 
increase of 5.6 percent, of which last year's predicted total output of 
paddy rice amounted to 2.95 billion jin, an increase over 1976 of more 
than 410 million jin. Average annual increased yields for the 3 years 
amounted to 5.4 percent. Per mu yields of paddy also showed fairly large 
increase with per mu yields for the late crop breaking 400 jin beginning 
in 1977. Beginning in 1978, per mu yields for the entire year broke 900 
jin, and in 1979 they may reach more than 970 jin. 
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Some heartening changes have aleo occurred in paddy yields in Shaoguan 
Prefecture during the past 3 years. One was that large scale increases 
in the output from the late crop have begun to change the reduced grain 
output for the entire year that resulted from low and inconsistent yields 
from the late crop for a long period of time. In 1979, total late crop 
output increased by more than 270 million jin over those of 1976, for an 
increase of 23.7 percent. Per mu increases amounted to more than 90 jin 
to produce more than 440 jin per qu. Second was that the notoriously low 
vielding northern and mountain areas caught up so that a situation in 
which the north surpassed the south, and the mountain regions surpassed 
the plains. In 1979, ix counties (Liannan, Fogang, Lechang, Nanxiong, 
Lian, and Shixing) in the prefecture had per mu yields of paddy in excess 
of 1,000 jin. Of these, five were in the northern part of the prefecture. 

Along with the increased grain yields has been growth in varying degrees 
of economic crops such as live hogs, draft oxen and edible ofl, sugar 
cane, soy beans, two kinds of tobacco, and cassava, as well as development 
of commune and brigade-run enterprises and industrial sidelines to bring 
about year by year increases in income to communes and brigades and a con- 
stant improvement in the livelihood of commune members. 

There are many reasons why grain production in Shaoguan Prefecture was 
able to gain increased yields year after year. From a production stand- 
point, sost important was emphasis on building on the situation as it 
existed and striving to do things according to natural laws and economic 
laws. 

1. Principal Energies of the Prefecture CCP Committee Concentrated on 
Agricultural Production 

Once the "gang of four" had been overthrown, the Shaoguan Prefecture CCP 
Committee diligently summarized the profound lessons of more than 10 
years, exposed and criticized the crimes of Lin Biao and the "gang of 
four," criticized the extreme left line, greatly deepened understanding 
of the foundations of agriculture, improved action on the basis of objec- 
tive laws, improved conscientiousness in the implementation of the party's 
policies and programs, and unanimously recognized the need to elevate the 
position of agriculture with all possible speed, first of all by rapidly 
placing the principal energies of the prefectural CCP committee on agri- 
cultural production. For several years the thoughts of the standing 
committee of the prefecture CCP committee have been unified; they have 
pulled together, and they have devoted their entire energies to agricul- 
ture. 

Firet of all, the standing committee divided the work and assigned a por- 
tion of it to individual groups. In the assignment of individual respon- 
sibility, whether in agriculture, industry, finance and trade or propaganda, 
or science, they penetrated into the communes to divide the work and assign 
it, with emphasis going to agriculture. They delved into examination and 
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atudy, summarized and spread advanced experiences, grasped the crucial 
links in production, implemented measures to increase production, devel- 
oped the work of all sectors, made timely study and solution of problem, 
greatly changing the situation of the past in which emphasis was given 
to concentration of energies to carry out political campaigns and divid- 
ing forces for defense with only one or two standing committees paying 
attention to agricultural production. 

Furthermore, they concentrated on financial resources and material re- 
sources to agriculture. During the past 3} years, the finance unit of the 
prefecture has allocated 16.49 willion yuan for the chemical fertilizer 
industry, for capital construction in agriculture and other agricultural 
production for an average annual eum of 5.49 million yuan, or 70-80 per- 
cent of financial disbursements. Each county, commune, and brigade simu!- 
taneously devoted most of their financial resources to agriculture. Ac- 
cording to incomplete statistics, during the past 3 years investment in 
agriculture by counties has totaled more than 63.45 million yuan. Invest- 
ment by the prefecture and counties for the single item of chemical fer- 
tilizer totaled more than 32.93 million yuan for 3 years, and expenditures 
for propagation of superior hybrid varieties (including propagation of 
varieties on Hainan Ieland) has totaled more than 7.58 million yuan. 

Given the support and help of the Provincial CCP Committee, with a con- 
centration of financial resources for use at the right place, the chemical 
fertilizer production of the entire prefecture has shown quite a large- 
scale growth. During the 3 year period 1977 to 1979, per mu use of fer- 
tilizer averaged 60 to 86 jin in terms of ammonium sulfate, while there 
has been continued emooth development of capital construction in agricu)- 

ture, and year by year spread of hybrid and superior varieties of rice, 
which have played an important role in increased agricultural yielde. 

Second has been practicality and realism in agriculture. Shaoguan Pre- 
fecture covers a vast area in which natural variations from place to place 
are great. Though there are common laws here applicable to the develop- 
ment of agriculture, each place also possesses its own special character- 
istics. Only by being realistic and adapting methods to local circum- 
stances, both concentrating forces to study the laws common to the whole 
region and summarizing measures applicable for use in various areas of 
different types, can agricultural growth be hastened. Consequently for 
several years the prefectural CCP committee has summarized and popularized 

its experiences in combining the "three seedlings" (nylon seedlings [cov- 
ered with plastic], exposed ground seedlings, and young seedlings) for 
the early crop as means of shortening its time in the ground; it has also 

summarized its experiences with the late crop in popularizing superior 
and hybrid varieties [of late rice] so as to avoid the “cold dew wind" 
and obtain high yields. At the same time, in the field of water and 
fertilizer management it has popularized its experiences in the applica- 
tion of top dressings of fertilizers, in concentrating fertilizer applica- 
tions at the early stage of growth, and with sunning of the fields at the 
proper time. In the field of plant protection, it has popularized its 



experiences in cooperative prevention and control while doing a good job 
of predicting and reporting plant diseases and infestations of pests and 
the strengthening of winter and spring preventive measures. In the field 
of capital construction for agriculture, it has popularized its experi- 
ences in the comprehensive management of mountains, waters, fields, for- 
ests, and roads, and the digging of ditches to increase fertility and 
improve low productivity, the hastening of benefits and the avoidance of 
harm, and the promotion of what is beneficial and the abolition of the 
harmful to effectively promote the growth of grain production throughout 
the entire prefecture. In addition, for high, cold mountain regions 500 
meters above sea level, they summarized experiences and popularized chang- 
ing varieties to a high yielding intermediate rice by instituting a crop 
sequence of beans followed by rice, or an oil-bearing crop (o1 green 
manure) and rice; in some fields on slopes or pond fields, they promoted 
experiences with an oil-bearing crop followed by rice or fish followed by 
rice. In mountainous limestone areas, they summarized experiences and 
popularized solutions to the problem of drinking water and water for other 
uses in order to make the farming system and the crop distribution more 
rational. Thus, both the development of economic crops was promoted and 
bumper harvests of grain was assured. 

2. Hastening Benefits While Avoiding Harm; Making Gieat Efforts to Make 
the Most of the [Growing] Season 

Shaogue: Prefecture is located in northern Guangdong Province where the 
warmth of spring is late in arriving but where the chill of autumn comes 
early. The “four evils" (chilly springtime, "cold dew wind," “dragon 
boat rains” [rain around the fifth day of the fifth lunar month], and 
August drought) pose a serious threat to rice production. Frequently in 
the past, because no solution had been found to this problem, when a long 

chilly spring occurred, the time for planting the spring crop was delayed 

with the result that the late crop could not get through the period of 
the “cold dew wind." In order to advance the season for *he planting of 
the early crop, numerous varieties of early-maturing rice were tried as 
the first crop, but frequently they could not escape the "dragon boat 
rains," and neither could they make full use of the light and warmth of 
June and July. Thus, it was extremely difficult to achieve increased 
yields from ‘oth the early and late crops in the same year. Therefore, 
serious attention to the [growing] season, avoidance of the "four evils," 
triumph over the “four evils," and particularly assuring that the late 
rice had reached full heading safely before the end of September, as well 
as being able to make the fullest use of the strong sunlight and high 
temperatures prevailing from June to September was a decisive precondition 
for achieving high yielding bumper harvests for both the early and late 
crops in this prefecture. Advanced local communes and brigades as well 
as neighboring provinces had had practical experience not only with en- 
deavors to spread use of the "three seedlings," reform seedling propaga- 
tion measures, vigorously extend use of superior varieties, and do a good 

job in matching varieties, but also had given particular attention to 



planting according to the demands of the season. Many years of experience 
have demonstrated that whether one tse able to virtually complete trans~ 
planting of seedlings for the first crop before “1 May," which is the 
date of the beginning of the “Grain Rain,” or transplanting of seedlings 
for the second crop before “1 August” ie of major significance for whether 
or not the late crop will be able to avoid the “cold dew wind.” Further- 
more, inasmuch as growling rice seedlings cannot be too early since major 
traneplanting should not be done before mid-April, the early crop cannot 
be harvested until) mid-July, which weane that the late crop cannot be 
transplanted in earnest until after the “Great Heat" [late July]. Thus, 
there ie very little leeway in the planting seasons, only about 10 days 
time. Decisions have to be made promptly and on time with every effort 
made to meet the demande of the seasor ao « to be able to carry on. Con- 
se,uently, every time this crucial period comes around, the entire prefec- 

ture from the prefectural CCP committee to the production teams concen- 
trate their leadership energies highly, and throw their manpower, anima) 
power, and farm machinery into the main line to wage an arduous struggle 
night and day to complete the task in any and every way possible. For 
several years, as 4 result of remarkable success in meeting the demands 
of the season and in staunchly carrying out various measures, "three one's" 
have been met: the early crop of rice has been transplanted before | May; 
the late crop of rice has been virtually transplanted before 1 August; 
and seeds for green manure have been sown by 1 October. Quite a lot of 
initiative is thereby taken to effectively assure both a bumper harvest 
for the late crop and for the entire year. 1977 was the first year in 
history in which the entire prefecture achieved virtual completion of 
planting of the late crop by “1 August” in order to bring about greatly 
increased yields from the lete crop. In 1979, despite unparalieled at- 
tacks from protracted spring chi.l and “cold dew wind” on each end of the 
growing season, which delayed the planting of the early crop so that the 
late crop could not be planted on time, the “cold dew wind” was beaten 
thanks to a quite reasonable matching of varieties plus an all-out effort 
to transplant seedlings. A bumper crop was harvested. 

3. Spread of Superior-Hybrid [Varieties] to Open a New Road to Early- 
Maturing and High Yields for the Late Crop 

For many years yields from che late crop in this prefecture have followed 
a course of low-high-low accordingly as the “cold dew wind” has been early- 
late-early. Aside from trying by all manner of means to start the early 
crop season ahead of time so as to set the stage for late crop production, 
the broad masses have constantly longed for discovery of a high yielding 
superior variety that could safely avoid the “cold dew wind,” but for a 
long time no solution was found. Consequentiy there was no way to change 
the low and inconsistent yields from the late crop. 

Superior-hybrid varieties introduced in 1975 and test planted in many 
places in 1976 opened a new road for late crop production in Shaoguan 
Prefecture. The results of test plantings in many places showed that 



euperior-hybrids possessed five heteroses: root system heterosis with 
fibrous roots more than double the number on Zhenzhuai; heterosis of 
adaptability and resistance with adaptability to all sorts of soils and 
resistance to blast of rice, bacterial blight, leaf hoppers, and cold 
weather that were superior to conventional rice; physiological heterosis, 
strong photosynthesis, weak respiration, and good performance character~ 
istics during later stages of growth; panicle and grain heterosis with 
large panicles and numerous grains with a thousand grain weight above 27 
grams; and rice quality heterosis with a protein and fat content higher 
than for conventional rices. Moreover, for late crop plantings all that 
is necessary is to sow and to transplant in the proper season, and before 
the end of September the full heading will have safely occurred. They 
are early maturing and produce high yields. They are currently fairly 
ideal varieties that permit the late crop to avoid the "cold dew wind." 
Consequently the entire prefecture was in favor of test planting superior- 
hybrid varieties over wide areas as well as popularizing them. Experi- 
ences in their cultivation were summarized over and over and the more 
superior-hybrids were planted, the more they were used. The more they 

were planted the better they got, and they played a great role in the 
growth of late crop production. According to rough statistics, in 1977 
the entire prefecture planted 283,000 mu of superior-hybrids as a late 
crop for average per mu yields of 555 jin, which was 144 jin greater than 
for conventional rice. In 1978, it was 870,000 mu with per mu yields of 

568 jin, which was higher by 204.7 jin than for conventional rice. In 
1979 it was 899,000 mu with per wu yields of 603.6 jin, higher than for 
"Guichao" by 158 jin and higher than other conventional rices by 244 jin. 

4. Keep up Large Efforts in Capital Construction in Agriculture to Im- 

prove Production Conditions Year by Year 

In the field of capital construction in agriculture, Shaoguan Prefecture 
has stressed perseverance, implementation of policies, adapting methods 
to local situations, and effectiveness. It has sought to have the capital 
construction in agriculture done in any given year be of benefit to in- 
creased production and increased incomes during that year and to launch 
capital construction in agriculture in a more down to earth fashion. Dur- 
ing the past 3 years, 1,083 water catchments have been built throughout 
the entire prefecture. Of these, 18 are medium size key projects consist- 

ing of 20,000 kilowatt electric irrigation and drainage installations that 
increased irrigation to more than 120,000 mu, improved irrigation over more 
than 280,000 mu, controlled flooding and waterlogging over nearly 60,000 
mu, increased crop protection against drought or waterlogging over more 
than 130,000 mu, and solved in a preliminary way difficulties in obtaining 
potable water for 110,000 people living in mountainous limestone areas. 
As a result of capital construction in agriculture, remarkable improvements 

have occurred in farmlands of low productivity with 300,000 mu being im- 
proved annually. At the center of soil improvement and increased fertility 
has been construction of more than 680,000 pig pens, ox shelters, fertil- 
izer storage places, and public toilets to provide 60 percent of the pro- 

duction teams in the entire prefecture with the "four haves." In addition, 
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more than 1.1 million mu of green manure is planted in the winter of each 
year so as to provide one mu of green manure for every three mu of paddy 
fields. Furthermore, capital construction in each area has turned moun- 
tein areas green and brought about the development of many kinds of buai- 
nesses and enterprises run by communes and brigades. During the past 
3 yeare 3.18 million mu of new forests have been planted and more than 
8 million mu of hillsides have been closed to grazing and fuel gathering 
to facilitate afforestation. Total forest area in the prefecture is 26.4 
million mu, or 60 percent of the total area. Forest work has been done in 
accordance with planned requiremente for construction throughout the 
prefecture of lumber bases principally consisting of fir forests and of 
water conservancy bases consisting primarily of broadleaf trees. During 

the past 3 years, an increase of more than 51,000 kilowatts of electric 
power facilities has aleo taken place thereby increasing the income for 
counties and communes by more than 5.6 million yuan. 

9432 
cso: 4007 
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GUANGDONG 

BRIEFS 

SUGARCANE PLANTED--By the end of March, 675,000 mu of sugarcane have been 
planted in Zhangjiang Prefecture, which is one of the main sugarcane pro- 
ducing areas in Guangdong. In Yangchun County at present, 63,000 mu of 

sugarcane have been planted. This is an increase of 20,000 mu over 1979. 
The people in this prefecture experienced difficulties in planting the 

spring sugarcane this year due to drought in spring. In Suixi County alone, 
153,000 mu of sugarcane have been crash planted after organizing 720 cadres 
to go to the first line of production together with 192,000 laborers to work 
hard for 20 days. [Guangzhou Guangdong Provincial Service in Mandarin 1130 
GMT 16 Apr 80 HK] 

AQUATIC PRODUCTS FORUM--On 19 April, the Guangdong Agricultural Committee 
invited aquatic products experts to a forum to seek their opinions on effec- 

tively and rapidly developing aquatic products. Wang De, secretary of the 
Guangdong Provincial CCP Committee and chairman of the Provincial Agricultural 
Committee, presided over the forum. The experts pointed out that there are 
excellent natural conditions in Guangdong for developing aquatic products. 
Excluding the shallow seas and beaches, there are 1 million m of fish ponds 
in the province. In the estuary of the Pearl River alone, there are already 

500,000 mu of fish ponds, far more than in any other part of the country. 
In Hainan, the climate is even more suitable for developing aquatic products. 
With the implementation of policy and science, it is entirely possible to 

speed up the development of aquatic products in Guangdong. [Guangzhou Guang- 
dong Provincial Service in Mandarin 2330 GMT 19 Apr 80 HK] 

AGRICULTURAL ADVISORY GROUP--The Guangdong agricultural science and tech- 
nology advisory group was officially established on 17 April. The group is 
under the Provincial People's Government. Leader of the group is Professor 
(Zhao Shanghuan), well-known agricultural expert in Guangdong and vice presi- 
dent of the South China Agricultural Institute. The main task of the group 
at home and abroad and outside the province to the Guangdong People's Govern- 
ment and the departments concerned, note the trends of development and put 
forward proposals on our province's agricultural scientific research, its 
principles, policies, arrangements, future and annual plans, the populariza- 
tion of scientific achievements and the building of science and technology 
ranks. The group will also put forward measures for and decisions on solving 



important technological problems that crop up in our province's agricul- 

tural scientific research and production. Wang De, secretary of the Guang- 
dong Provincial CCP Committee and chairman of the Guangdong Agricultural 

Committee, presided over the first meeting on 17 April. [Guangzhou Guang- 
dong Provincial Service in Mandarin 1130 GMT 18 Apr 80 HK] 

TRACTOR MISUSE--The busy season of spring plowing will soon be here, and now 
ie the time when tractors are needed for work in the fields. But in some 
places the hand tillere that production teams formerly managed and used have 
been sold to private individuals to use for hauling. Preliminary investiga- 

tion shows that a production team in Zhanjiang has sold 350 hand tillers 

under ite management to private individuals, and rented another 450 tractors 

under ite management to private individuals. The same phenomenon has also 
taken place among some communes and brigades in Huiyang, Zhaoqing, Shaoguan, 
Mei County, and Shantou. In some places, factory products have also been 
sold directly to private individuals. It is commonly known that maintenance 
of collective ownership of the means of production is an important principle 

of socialism. Tractors are a collectively managed and used means of pro- 

duction, which cannot be privately owned. We propose that quarters concerned 
rapidly undertake a complete investigation and take effective measures to put 
a stop to this unhealthy trend, and recover the tractors sold to private 
individuals for use in hauling so that they may be rapidly put into spring 

plowing and production. [Text] [Guangzhou NANFANG RIBAO in Chinese 15 Mar 
80 p 2) 9432 

MEETING ON RICE DISEASE-~Research personnel participating in our province's 
first conference on resistance to disease and insect pests of paddy rice 
varieties believe that the main reason for the slow growth of our province's 
paddy rice production has been the insufficiently strong resistance to 
disease and insect pests of paddy rice varieties. They summarized and 
exchanged experiences on propagation and spread of paddy rice varieties 
resistance to disease and insect perts, and discussed research problems 

in future selection of disease and irsect pests resistant rice varieties. 
[Text] [Guangzhou NANFANG RIBAO in Chinese 15 Mar 80 p 2] 9432 

XINGNING COUNTY AFFORESTATION--Xingning County, Guangdong, has some 
650,000 mu of afforested land. [Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 
1204 GMT 30 Apr 80] 

CSO: 4007 
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HEBE] 

BRIEFS 

WHEAT HARVESTERS--Shijiazhuang, 1 May--Hebei's Shijiazhuang Prefecture 

popularizes small wheat harvesters with good results. The number of 
harvesters increased from 3,400 sets in the past to some 7,000 sets this 
year. Some 2 million mu of wheat, about 50 percent of the total area 
of wheat in the prefecture, will be harvested by these harvesters this year. 
[Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0315 GMT 1 May 80 OW] 

SHEEP RAISING--The number of sheep in Hebei reached 7.25 million by the 
end of 1979, 1.25 million more than the previous year. [Beijing XINHUA 
Domestic Service in Chinese 0240 GMT 2 May 80 OW] 
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HETLONGJ TANG 

BRIEFS 

NEHE COUNTY WHEAT CROPS--Nehe County, Heilongjiang, planted 1.2 million-mu 

wheat crops this year, 400,000 mu more than that of 1979. The county's 
wheat acreage accounts for one-third of its total grain area. [Harbin 

Heilongjiang Provincial Service in Mandarin 2200 GMT 26 Apr 80] 

CSO: 4007 
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HUBEI 

BRIEFS 

FARMLAND CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION--Some 58,000 farmland capital construction 

projects have been completed throughout Hubei. The projects include 
leveling of 540,000 mu of land, improving 270,000 mu of low-yielding farm- 
land and building 27,000 mu of new farmland. The completed water conservancy 

projects can increase the irrigated area by 570,000 mu, and improve the irri- 

gated areas by 1.45 million mu. In Xianning Prefecture, 26 communes were 

seriously short of ponds, small reservoirs, embankments and pumping stations. 
These projects can store 160 million cubic meters of water. In Yichang 
Prefecture, 5 electric irrigation stations with an installed capacity of 
3,700 kilowatts were built in Zhijiang and Dangyang counties, solving the 
irrigation problem on 270,000 mu. [Wuhan Hubei Provincial Service in 

Mandarin 1100 GMT 18 Apr 80 HK] 
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HUNAN 

BRIEFS 

STA/® FARM SUGAR--Last winter and spring, the 8 sugar refineries of the farm- 

lan reclamation system in Hunan produced 24,000 tons of sugar, accounting for 

60 percent of the total output of sugar throughout the province. [Changsha 

Hunan Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 18 Apr 80 HK) 

RURAL WORK DECISION--Recently, the Hunan people's government decided to 

distribute 2,977 posts from the province's promotion quota among the 70,000 

cadres who are working in the first line of agricultural production in the 

districts, communes and state farms. As a result, the opportunity for pro- 

motion for these cadres has thus increased. The working conditions of these 

cadres are poor and the level of their salary is generally low. {HK270707 

Changsha Hunan Provincial Service in Mandarin 2315 GMT 19 Apr 80 HK } 

SOYBEAN SOWING--Changsha, 1 May--As of the end of March, Hunan Province 
had sown 1.27 million mu of soybeans. Yueyang County reaped some 
9.4 million jin of soybeans from its 47,000 mu of soybeans. [Beijing 
XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0155 GMT 1 May 80 Ow] 

WEATHER FORECASTS--Changsha, 28 Apr--Man rs’ observa 
helped a group of middle school utes of 6 commune > ae sh 
province of Hunan issue timely and accurate weather forecasts. The young 
weather students at the Meteorological Observatory of Wujiazhou Middle 
School at Taojing County have been researching the behavior of ants rela- 
ting to the weather for 10 years. Records from August 1976 to February 
1980 show that 74 percent of their intermediate-term forecasts vere 
accurate, despite the changeable weather in the mountainous area. On be- 
half of the observatory, Yen Jianliang, a 17-year-old weather student, read 
a science paper, "A Preliminary Inquiry on Ants and Weather," at the National 
Youth Science Symposium in Beijing last December. The paper received the 
first award at the symposium. [0W281856 Beiji 
28 Apr 80 Ow] jing XINHUA in English 0745 GwT 
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JLANGSU 

COTTON PRODUCTION--Since the completion of cotton planting, there was 
no penetrating rainfall in Yancheng County of Jiangeu, affecting the 
growth of 220,000 mu of cotton field. An anti-drought struggle has been 
launched by a1] communes to protect the young wheat sprouts. [Nanjing 
Jiangeu Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 3 May 80 OW) 

SHAZHOU COUNTY FIELD MANAGEMENT~-Taking advantage of prevailing good 

weather, Shazhou County of Jiangeu Province is stepping up the field 
management of wheat, barley and naked barley. As of by now, fertilizers 
were applied to 120,000 mu of naked barley for the first time, and to 
300,000 mu of wheat for the second time. [Nanjing Jiangsu Provincial 
Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 3 May 80 OW) 

KINYI COUNTY GRAIN--The growth of 800,000 mu of wheat, barley and naked 
barley of Xinyi County, Jiangeu, this year is better than last year. 
[Nanjing Jiangeu Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 2 May 80 OW) 

WUJ LANG COUNTY SUMMER CROPS--In strengthening field management of summer 
crops, Wujiang County, Jiangsu, has applied insecticide over 300,000 mu 
of wheat and rapeseed and is presently topdressing over 100,000 mu of 
wheat. [Nanjing Jiangsu Provinciel Service in Mandarin 2300 GMT 29 Apr 80 OW] 

XINYI COUNTY TREE PLANTING--Seijing, 30 Apr--Xinyi County, Jiangsu, has 
planted trees around 820,000 mu of its 1.1 million mu of farmland. The 
county cultivates about 10,000 mu of saplings yearly. [Beijing XINHUA 
Domestic Service in Chinese 1204 GMT 30 Apr 80) 

RUDONG COUNTY COTTON SOWING--Nanjing, 28 Apr--Rudong County in Jiangsu is 
stepping up the preparations for cotton sowing, striving to break the 

output record of 1 million dan. The seedling grown on 50,000 mu of seedbeds 
are ready for transplanting, and the work of direct sowing to 200,000 mu 
was basically completed by 20 April. This year, the contemplated trans- 
planting area has increased to 500,000 mu from last year's 280,000 mu. 
[Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0309 GMT 28 Apr 80) 



PUMP WELLS--Nanjing, 23 Apr--Over the past few years, Jiangeu Province has 
sunk some 65,000 pump welle, among them some 55,000 are equipped with 
ancillary irrigation equipment. These pump wells are irrigating over 3,5 
million mu of cropland, Because of poor management, many of the pump wella 
are not operational because of silt and damage. In some areas, the dis- 
tribution of pump wells is uneven. To increase irrigation efficiency of the 
pump welle, the Jiangeu Water Conservancy Bureau has decided to improve pump 
well management through instituting a system under which all pump wells will 

be properly managed. This year, the bureau has planned to equip 5,000 pump 
wells with ancillary equipment, repair 1,500 damaged wells and flush 5,000 
others and improve the irrigation system of 200,000 mu of cropland. [Beijing 
Xinhua Domestic Service in Chinese 0105 GMT 23 Apr 80 OW) 
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JLANGXI 

BRIEFS 

COTTON CULTIVATION--The cotton-growing communes and brigades in Ruichang 
County are making active preparations for cotton cultivation. The county 
planned to grow 61,000 mu of cotton last year and the total yield was 
58,200 dan, with the per-mu yield of ginned cotton reaching the highest 
level of 95 jin. This year, the county has increased the areas of cotton 
cultivation to 71,000 mu. [Nanchang Jiangxi Provincial Service in Mandarin 
1100 GMT 21 Apr 80 HK) 

RECLAMATION FARM ENTERPRISES--The development of industries operated by 
reclamation farms in Jiantxi has promoted the development of agriculture. 
According to statistics, there are more than 590 such enterprises in the 
province employing more than 44,000 persons. They were able to realize a 
profit of 29,220,000 yuan last year and paid taxes to the amount of 13,290,000 
yuan. Total production value of these enterprises last year was 216 million 
yuan, of which 26,440,000 yuan worth of goods were exported. In the Dean 
County State Farm, total industrial and agricultural output last year was 
worth 20.06 yuan, 96 percent of which came from industry, and 15 million yuan 
worth of goods were exported, realizing a profit of 2.1 million. In the past 
few years, this state farm has been able to make use of more than 2 million 
yuan for various capital construction, public work, cultural and educational 
and welfare pbojects to improve the lives of farm workers and accelerate 
development of agriculture. Various other state reclamation farms have formed 
joint agricultural-industrial-commercial enterprises and did very well in the 
production, processing and marketing of their produce, some setting up outlets 
in cities like Nanchang and Jiujiang. [Nanchang Jiangxi Provincial Service in 
Mandarin 15 Apr 80 HK) 



LIAONING 

‘JINGJL GUANLT" DISCUSSES COUNTY'S FARM MECHANIZATION 

MKO51501 Beijing JINGJI GUANLI [ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT] in Chinese No 1, 
L5 Jan 80 pp 29-32 

\Article by Lu Jianjhang [0712 1696 0022], Gao Shangquan [7559 1424 01356), 
Ni Di (0242 6611) and Ma Liping [8456 7787 5493): “Is Mechanization 
Necessary for Heavily Populated and Land Deficient Areas?" 

[Text] Gaixian County, Liaoning Province, is a heavily populated and land 
deficient area, averaging leas than 0.2 mu of land per capita. Is it 
necessary for such an area to develop mechanization of agriculture? 
Glaxian County's practice has given an answer to this question. Attaching 
great importance to the mechanization of agriculture, they have formed a 
large labor force saved as « result of mechanization into professional 
contingents to develop diversified economy, thereby bringing about a rapid 

development of agricultural economy. 

\lthough the county was hit by an exceptionally serious summer drought in 
1978 when the yield of grain decreased, the grain and industrial crops 
produced by each farm worker engaged in grain production increased by big 
margins. Compared with 1977, the grain produced by each farm worker 
increased by more than 27 percent to 7,000 jin; output of apples increased 
by 35 percent to more than 173,000 tons; cotton increased by 29 percent 
to 57,500 piculs; silkworm cocoons increased by 56 percent to more than 
60,000 piculs; tobacco leaves increased by 46 percent to 8,100 piculs; 
basic accounting unite’ income increased by more than 7 percent to 
156 million yuan, and per capita income increased by more than 10 percent 
to 115 yuan. It is estimated that per-capita income may reach 135 yuan in 
1979. Practice has convinced the broad masses of cadres and people in 
Gaixian County that mechanization is really the central link in the chain 
of agricultural mechanization. If mechanization is not grasped and if only 
« huge crowd of people is depended upon for producing grain, the natural 

resource cannot be fully opened up. Diversified economy cannot be exten- 
sively developed and the backward features of the countryside cannot be 

rapidly changed. 

I Turn the Countryside Into a Rich One Instead of Waiting To Become 

Rich Before Starting Mechanization 

Twenty years have elapsed since mechanization of agriculture was started 
in Gaixian County with the building of the state-operated tractor station 

during 1954. But mechanization hes gained development mainly since 1976. 
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The laet |) years were ones in which mechanization of agriculture was greatly 
developed and diversified economy and commune members' income greatly 
increased, 

During 19/8 the county boasted 2,162 tractors with 53,000 hp and 4,088 farm 
implements, The agricultural machinery added in the last 3 years waa twice 
ae much as that added during the past 20 years. In 1978 the area plowed 
by tractors reached more than 700,00 [figure ae printed] mu or 66 percent 
ot the total cultivated area, an increase of 45.8 percent over 1975; the 
mechanized sowing area reached 489,000 mu, more than 70 percent of the 
dryland area, an increase of 103 percent. In addition, during 1979 
mechanized transplanting of seedlings was introduced to 43,000 mu (52.4 per- 
cent of the paddy field area), mechanized intertilling to 430,000 mu and 
mechanized epreading of manure to 396,000 mu. At present, except for 
interplant weeding, thinning of plants and harvesting, all farmland work 
le basically mechanized or semimechanized throughout the county. 

In developing mechanization of agriculture Gaixian County encountered an 
important problem, that is funds. Communes, brigades and teams were short 
of funds to buy agricultural machinery. What to do? The county committee 
took three measures: 1) Squeeze funds out of the local finance; 2) draw 
funds from the diversified economy of communes, brigades and teams, and 
}) rouse commune members to save money and make investment on a voluntary 
sasie. In the last 3 years, 18 million yuan were raised to buy 856 tractors 
sad farm implements. This quickened the steps of farm mechanization. 

Prior to 1976, Lin Biao and the “gang of four" had carried on disruptive 
activities. They only allowed production of grain and criticized the develop- 
vent of diversified economy as a capitalist tendency. As a result, cadres 
and commune members dared not grasp diversified economy. At the same time, 
a contradiction came to the fore with agriculture on the one hand and 
diversified economy and industrial sideline production on the other fighting 
for manpower and animal power. During each busy season of spring plowing, 
eummer hoeing or autumn harvesting, not only did the manpower and animal 
power engaged in industrial sideline production return to the front of 
agricultural production but also enterprise staff and school students in 

towns stopped work and class to aid the agricultural front. Even so, some 
production links still missed the farming season. In important fruit- 
growing areas in particular, fruits were damaged by frost almost every year, 
and many apples were not picked from the trees. Diversified economy was 
greatly damaged. Nearly 1 million jin of apples were lost each year because 
they fell on the ground and nobody picked them up. Owing to lack of care, 
more than 500,000 apple trees failed to grow well. The county has a tradi- 
tion of producing silkworm cocoons. It produced 42,700 piculs in 1966. 
Production dropped to 15,800 piculs in 1975. During 1975, per capita 
income amounted to only 83 yuan. 

Mechanization of agriculture has brought about development of diversified 
economy and commune-brigade-team industries, enabling commune members to 
improve their living condition step by step. Compared with 1975, the total 
income of agriculture and per-capita income increased respectively by 
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25 and 38.5 percent during 1978, In 3 years, per-capita income increased 

by J¢ yuan, which was nearly equivalent to the total amount of increase 
over the past 26 years, The number of poor teama decreased by big margins 
and the sumber of rich teama increased year by year. The number of communes 
with per-capita income less than 100 yuan decreased from some 20 in 1975 
to 6 in 1978 (the lowest income was 86 yuan); the number of production teams 
with per-capita income lease than 50 yuan decreased from 640 in 1975 to 
98 in 1978. [Words indistinct) the number of production teams with per- 
capita income more than 150 yuan increased from 120 in 1975 to 317 or 
13} percent of the total number of production teams in 1978. In 1979, the 
total income of agriculture and per-capita income are expected to increase 
respectively by 11.5 and 18 percent over 1978, It is estimated that there 
will be sc commune with per-capita income leas than 100 yuan or production 
team with per-capita income lees than 70 yuan. 

The case of Nuanquan commune in the county, which began to shake off poverty 
and become rich in the process of developing mechanization of agriculture, 
is convincing. Formerly, Nuanquan commune's economy was backward and the 
income of ite members was very low. During 1975, the total income of the 
basic accounting unite in the commune wae 3.12 million yuan and per-capita 
income was only 83 yuan. In the case of one-fifth of ite production teams, 
per-capita income was less than 50 yuan, with one-tenth of the commune 

members owing grain debits totaling more than 35,000 yuan. Over the past 
} years, they have exerted great efforte to develop mechanization of 
agriculture. Plowing, sowing, intertilling and threshing are now basically 
mechanized, and machinery is now gradually being used for spreading manure, 
spraying chemicals, irrigation and drainage, and transportation. Compared 
with 1975, the total income of the basic accounting unite in the commune 
increased by 60 percent to 5.06 million yuan and per-capita income increased 
by 87.8 percent to 150 yuan in 1978. Low-income teams with per-capita 
income less than 100 yuan were eliminated and high-income teams with per- 
capita amounting to 242 yuan appeared. Per-capita income took three big 

steps forward in the 3 years under review, going up by 20 yuan each year. 
Their total amount of bank deposits has reached 420,000 yuan. 

Practice has brought it home to comrades of the Gaixian County that communes- 
brigades-Ceams must not wait to become well-off before embarking on the road 
of farm mechanization. They should retrench other expenditure and see to 
it that they become well-off in the process of developing mechanization and 
promote mechanization in the procese of becoming well-off. 

li. From ‘Two Types of Forces Engaged in One Production Pursuit’ to ‘Two 
Types of Forces Engaged in two Kinde of Production Pursuits’ 

(Words indistinct), the phenomena of “machinery consumes ofl] and horses eat 
fodder” and “two types of forces engaged in one production pursuit” and 
the contradiction between man and machinery began to appear in some 
communes-brigedes-teams in 1976, Machinery could not replace animal power 

in everything and the problem of field transportation and hiliside land 

plowing could not * ‘wed right away. It was not possible to provide 
towns with labor px Fatiure to solve this problem would inevitably 

increase the production cost, cause waste and decrease income. Under the 
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CircumeCances, the county committee reorganized the seasonal or year-round 

surplus manpower and animal power through three channels: 1) setting up 
professional contingents for growing cotton and fruits, raising eilkworms 
and animale, collecting ranure, conducting scientific research and develop- 

ing diversified economy on the foundation of agriculture. 2) Setting up 
year-round and seasonal contingents for farmland capital construction to 
change the conditions for agricultural production. 3) Reinforcing the 
contingente for industrial sideline production to tap new resources to 
increase members' income, 

These three channels took up 140,000 farm workers or 70 percent of the total. 
some 3,100 carts or 30 percent of the total were assigned to collect manure 
and develop sideline production the whole year round, 

Nuanquan commune devised many ways and means to solve the problem of agri- 
cultural machinery and manpower and animal power that alternately showed a 
seasonal surplus. Without hindering production they organized the surplus 
carte to do seasonal short-distance transportation business. During 1978, 

00 carte were engaged in short-distance transportation business in other 

localities, earning a total income of 670,000 yuan. In 1979, 70 carts did 
this transportation business and are expected to have earned 700,000 yuan. 
They signed a contract with the county fruit company for making fruit 
baskets and organized the surplus personnel into basketmaking groups. Some 

40 people were organized into these groups during 1978. They increased 
co Liv ‘a 1979 and are expected to create a production value amounting to 

400,005 yuan, During the summer and autumn they organized more than 
40 main enance personnel of the tractor stations to learn basketmaking 

skills. From the summer to November they could make 50,000 fruit baskets 
valued at 50,000 yuan. Thus, two types of forces engaged in one production 
pursuit was changed into "two types of forces engaged in two kinds of pro- 
duction pursuits." This increased income and brought about the development 

of production. 

Thanks to the proper arrangements made for the surplus manpower and animal 

power, various undertakings gradually embarked upon the road of specializa- 
tion. This strengthened both the production of grain and cereals and various 
undertakings and commune-brigade-team industries. From the time of spring 

sowing to the time of summer hoeing, no matter how busy production was, the 
county farmland capital construction contingents assigned 20,000-30,000 
people, nearly 1,000 carts and more than 100 large tractors to farmland 
capital construction work. After the autumn began, more forces were con- 
centrated, averaging 30,000-50,000 people, 1,500 carts and more than 
200 large and small tractors daily. In about a year, two small reservoirs 
were built, five reservoirs were kept in good repair, 13 embankments and 
14,000 mu of terraced grain and fruit-tree fields were built, 68,000 mu of 
land were leveled and nine 10,000-tree orchards were constructed. In 
addition, the river course was changed to build more than 10,000 mu of 
terraced land. River-harnessing, ditch and drainage works totaling 
262,000 meters were built and 108,000 mu of land were afforested. In all, 
more than 11 million cubic meters of earth and stones were moved. Twenty 
cotton-growing communes set up 2,800 cotton-growing contingents with more 
than 21,000 female farmworkers. Specialization of production and satisfactory 
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implementation of the policy of calculating pay according to work brought 

the enthusiasm of these professional contingents into the fullest play. 

At the time the areas were hit by epring drought, insect peste and 25-day 
summer drought, these contingents watered the cotton plants, applied 
chemicals and cared for the plants day and night with the result that a 
good cotton harvest wae won for the county, Five cotton-growing communes 
topped the “outline” target of per-unit area yield of ginned cotton and 
achieved more than 80 jin per unit area. The more than 30,000 farmworkers 
participating in the fruit-tree contingents achieved a total yield in 1978 
that topped the peak level of the past; moreover, the rate of good fruits 
reached more than 80 percent. Industries at the commune and brigade levels 
also gained a great development. At the end of 1978 the county had 806 
factory centers and 32,000 organized workers, respectively a 6.8-fold and 
2.2-fold increase over 1975, The total value of production reached 
101,8 million yuan, an increase of 24.8 million yuan or 32.2 percent com- 
pared with 1975. 

Mechanization not only changed the structure of the labor force, but also 

markedly increased labor productivity. In 1975, 60 percent of the total 
labor force of the county were engaged in the production of grains, 
producing 2,900 jin per person. In 1978 the same manpow-r percentage 
dropped to 30, but the amount produced per person was increased to 7,000 jin, 
2.4 times that of the 1975 figure. In 1978 each of the 200,000 working 

hands in the county created 1,294 yuan orth of agricultural, industrial 
or subsidiary products, an increase of 27 percent over the 1,015 yuan in 

1975, 

Gaixian County's comrades said that it was a matter of immense satisfaction 
to the people that mechanization had freed a large labor force from the 
land to develop diversified economy and commune-brigade-team industries 
with the result that a rich yield of grain and a high increase of cash 

income were obtained. The question now is not one of large surplus labor 
force but of how to organize the huge productive forces to develop produc- 

tion in depth and breadth and to tap production potentials. 

In the last 2 years, they organized a department of agricultural machinery 

and a department of agronomy. These two departments worked in close 

coordination and made great improvements. During 1979, in particular, 
the cropping system for the plains was restructured on the basis of Hongqi 
commune's repeated experiments: 1) changing ridge culture into level 

culture; 2) changing ridge manuring into spread manuring; 3) changing small 
ridges into large ridges; 4) changing intercropping and interplanting into 
single planting, and 5) changing heavy sowing into sparse sowing. In 1979, 
level culture was introduced to 57,000 mu, spread manuring to 160,000 mu, 

large-ridge single-planting of maize to 70,000 mu, selective and sparse 

sowing of maize and soya beans to 133,000 mu. During the year under review, 
thanks to selective and sparse sowing about 700,000 jin of seeds and 
200,000 yuan in expenses were saved. All this created conditions for 
developing mechanized farming and stepping up the yield of grain and beans. 
Formerly, the per-unit area yield of soya beans from the 99,000 mu of land 
in the county used to fluctuate at the 120-130 jin level. Now most of the 
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commune teama have popularized single planting and inaured intensive culti- 

vation with the result that per-mu yield has generally reached 300 jin or 
more, Thie yleld is much higher compared with the interplanting of maize 
and soya beans, Sparee sowing, level culture and large-ridge single-planting 
were promoted during 1979, The maize and soya bean plants in the plota of 
selective sowing grew higher and had a deeper green color than the same crops 
in other fields. Moreover, agricultural machinery was put to multipurpose 
uses to Lighten peasant labor intensity. With the distance between the 
rows of plants increased, application of chemicals at the first two stages 
were basically mechanized, thus laying the groundwork for setting new records 
of cotton yield, The cotton plants in the county grew in such a way that 
the plants were stout and adequate and cotton bolls were large. It is 
estimated that per-unit area yield may reach the "outline" target. 

lll, Set Mind Free, Exercise Bold Leadership 

Opinions were once divided over the question of whether Gaixian County 
should develop mechanization. In the spring of 1979 in particular, some 

thought that all that was required to do was to use the labor force 
provided the policy was implemented. Some basic-level cadres and commune 
members, who were accustomed to the small producer's mode of production, 
put undue emphasis on production teams' right to make their own decisions 
and did not want mechanized farming. The county committee took the view 
that the matter involved both the practical and the epistemological problem. 

In the opinion of the county committee, without modernizing the mind 
there could be no modernized agriculture. To unify thinking and under- 
standing, the committee set off a discussion of the question: What is the 
modernization of agriculture and how can it be achieved? During discussion 

they used practice to test the truth and reviewed the great changes brought 
about by the mechanization of agriculture in past years. Through discussion 
all cadres and commune members in the county came to realize that if they 
want to develop agriculture and if the peasants want to become well-off, 
they must modernize agriculture, not depend on plows and not confine them- 

selves to small plots of cultivated land. If they want to speed up the 
modernization of agriculture, they must firmly grasp mechanization, master 
science and technology, promote diversified economy and develop commune- 
brigade-team industries. They have now come to realize that the question 

is not whether to develop mechanization but how to make it a success. It 
is wrong to give wrong orders to mess things up but it is equally wrong 
to give up leadership. It is imperative to promote mechanization of 
agriculture according to natural and economic laws. 

in the last 3 years, in view of the great expenditure of agricultural 

machinery, the high cost of production and the low rate of utilization, they 
have used economic means to strengthen the management of agricultural 

machinery. In 1978 they went a step further and grasped financial manage- 
ment with single machine accounting as the feature and mechanical management 
with the cleaning of oil materials as the main feature. Books, forms, opera- 
tion cards and acceptance papers were standardized and a financial system 

instituted. Twenty-five of the 36 tractor stations and 145 of the 385 
mechanized plowing teams provided devices for cleaning oil materials, thereby 
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insuring clean oi] materials and cutting down wear and tear of the pre- 

cision parts in the tractor fuel syatem. This innovation alone can cut 
down the use of precision parts by 10,000 a year, thereby saving more than 

50,000 yuan, The county has buile 4,140 tractor, ofl and parts depots, 
and farm implements sheds with a floor space of more than 15,000 square 

meters. Basically, there are depots for all tractors, ofl and machinery 
parts, sheds for all implements and shops for keeping the machinery and 

implements in good repair. A material foundation has been laid for the 
prevention of rust, erosion and loss and for scientific management. 

Furthermore, they have given training to all the farm machinery operators, 
maintenance workers and management cadres two or three times. Many county, 
commune and brigade cadres have learned how to drive tractors. With 

management constantly strengthened, the efficiency of farm machinery has 
been greatly raised, consumption cut and production costs lowered, thereby 

reversing the state of loss caused by mechanization. In 1975, the rate 
of machines in good condition was less than 70 percent, the hp workload 
was only up to 205 standard mu, consumption of oil was more than 1 kilogram 
per mu and production costs were more than 1.10 yuan per mu. In 1978, the 

rate of machines in good condition was regularly maintained at around 
85 percent, the attendance rate was about 90 percent, the time utilization 

rate was 80 percent, hp workload reached 262 standard mu, of] consumption 
was down to 0.72 kg, and production cost was down to 0.79 yuan per mu, 
Tractor stations and mechanized plow teams basically changed losses into 

gains and the whole county had a surplus of 1.34 million yuan. 

In the spring of 1979, after the two documents from the central authorities 
concerning agriculture were transmitted and implemented, the peasants took 

a greater interest in their production results and earnestly demanded better 

quality of mechanized farming. In the case of some communes and brigades 

whose mechanization foundation was poor, the peasants wavered over mechanized 

plowing, being afraid that the good quality of mechanized farming could not 
be insured, their output would be adversely affected and their income cut 

down. The main reason for this was that the operation of mechanized plowing 
teams was not linked to the results of production team production efforts. 
Originally the mechanized plowing teams had carried out separate business 

accounting and joint assumption of responsibility for profits and losses.’ 
This method of management had the drawback of "eating from the same big pot. 
The county made a serious analysis of this problem. The committee leaders 

at the head of some 20 people went to the basic level, stayed on the spot, 

made investigations and adopted the following methods to solve the problem: 
1) having work contracts signed between mechanized plowing teams and produc- 

tion teams. [nm some contracts rewards and punishments were stipulated with 
output taken as the basis. In other contracts, provisions were made to 

examine and accept small sectors and to enforce rewards or punishments 

according to the quality of mechanized plowing and the results of product lon 
teams’ production efforts. 2) Changing the accounting method from the system 

of "separate accounting and the joint assumption of responsibility for 
profits and losses" to the system of "independent accounting and self- 

assumption of profits and losses" or the system of "independent account inp 
and limited amount of allowance." This reversed the practice of "ecatiny from 

the same big pot" which had resulted in losses of money. 3) Within a 
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mechanized plowing team, continuing to enforce the post responsibility 
system of “single machine accounting" and "five-fixes and one-reward." 
This ineured more pay for more work and overcame egalitarianism, In this 
way, the enthusiasm of the mechanized plowing teama and mechanical per- 

sonnel was called into play and the role of farm machinery was brought 
into full play. 
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NEI MONGGOL 

BRIEFS 

SUGAR PRODUCTION--Hohhot, 1 May--During the 1979-1980 sugar season, the 

Nei Monggol Autonomous Region produced 55,000 tons of sugar, an increase 
of 36 percent over the last season. [Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 0105 GMT 1 May 80 OW] 

CHIFENG COUNTY AFFORESTATION--Beijing, 30 Apr--Chifeng County, Nei Monggol, 

has some 1,959,000 mu of forests, averaging 4 mu per capita. The county 
delivers as tax in kind and sells about 100 million jin of grain to the 
state yearly. [Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 1204 GMT 30 Apr 80] 
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SHANDONG 

BRIEFS 

PEANUT PRODUCTION--Jinan, 1 May~-Some 6.91 million mu of farmland among 
7.5 million mu designated by Shandong Province for peanut planting this 
year has already been tilled. [Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 
0331 GMT 1 May 80 ow) 

BEEF CATTLE BREEDING--Jinan, 1 May--Shandong's Huimin Prefecture develops 

beef cattle production by introducing some 20 oxen of good breed from 

abroad. In 1979 the prefecture bred 2,250 hybrid calves by cross-breeding 
these imported oxen with 15,400 local beef cattle, and exported 850 beef 

cattle in early April. [Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 
0338 GMT 1 May 80 OW] 

FLOOD PREVENTION CONFERENCE--The Shandong Provincial People's Government 
recently held a provincial work conference in Jinan on flood prevention. 
The conference called on various localities across the province to actively 

prepare well the work of flood prevention this year following the principle 
of making prevention work a major task, paying more attention to prevention 

work than to rescuing work and of adopting equal attitudes toward the work 
of flood prevention and drought prevention. Comrade Li Zhen, secretary of 

the Shandong Provincial CCP Committee, addressed the conference. He warned 

that there would be more rainfall in the flood ,eriod this year and that it 
would be very possible for us to encounter fierce flooding for this reason 

he called on various localities across the province to grasp the work of 
flood prevention successfully, early, and intensively. In order to ensure 

the success of this work, the conference called on various areas to sin- 
cerely carry out a review on the work, to discover problems arising in the 
work and to solve these problems in a timely manner. [SK020505 Jinan Shan- 
dong Provincial Service in Mandarin 2300 GMT 29 Apr 80 SK] 
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XINJ LANG 

BRIEFS 

AKSU COUNTY FERTILIZATION--Akesu County in Xinjiang Autonomous Region 
atrengthened the management of wheat fields with marked results. The 
county has a total of 200,000 mu of winter wheat. As of early April, it 
topdreseed 98,600 mu and applied fertilizer for the first time to 
46,075 ai (Urumqi Xinjiang Regional Service in Mandarin 1300 GMT 
27 Apr 80 
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SERVICE OF RURAL MATERIALS SUPPLY STATION PRAISED 

Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 24 Apr 80 p 2 

[Article by Wu Hongyeh (0702 7703 2614): "A Machinery and Power Equipment 
Company That Is Welcomed by the Peasants") 

{Text} "The Rural Villages Materials Supply Station has really brought 
something good right to the door of our home." These are the words of praise 
of a production team head about the Yunnan Provincial Machinery and Power 

Equipment Company. 

Machinery and power equipment has always been located within state enter- 
prises where it was extremely difficult for communes and brigades to buy 
even while much machinery and power equipment was stacked up inside ware- 
houses. In order to change thie state of affairs, at the end of 1978 the 

Yunnan Provincial Machinery and Power Equipment Company sent out rural vil- 
lage service teams to begin to set up a material supply network in rural 
villages. As of the end of last year 144 pointe had been established. 
These supply points in the network offered different forms of service to 
satisfy the needs of rural villages through any way possible including di- 
rect sales (with materials units setting up points within communes and brig- 
ades to deal directly), commission sales (selling on commission to commune 
and brigade enterprises materials consigned by supply and sales agencies 
and charging a fixed handling charge), and purchase and sale (with the com 
mune setting up a point to buy wholesale from the materiale unit). When un- 
able to supply goods temporarily, they keep a record of out of stock items 
sending them out automatically to the customer when available. These methods 
earned the welcome of commune members and cadres. 

Generally speaking, the rural village materials supply network has the fol- 
lowing advantages: 

They solve the peasants’ problem of wanting to buy goods but having no place 
to go. The supply network and supply pointe have built a bridge between 
state materiale unite and the rural villages. On the basis of policy and 
availability, thie company has provided rural villages, through the supply 
network, with more than 4,400 standard products to solve a longstanding 
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shortage of machinery and power equipment for communes and brigades. The 
Shezi Commune in Lufeng County had long planned to erect a 14 kilometer 
long high voltage power tranemiseion line to supply five brigades with 
power for production and for use in their daily lives, but the project kept 
being delayed for inability to buy the equipment. In July of last year, 
the Yipinglang materiale supply etation took the initiative in contracting 
for supply of the materiale for this line, and it sent electrical equipment, 
utility poles, and electric power lines to the work site in accordance 
with rate of progress, and the project was completed on schedule. 

In places in which supply pointe have not yet been set up, the Machinery and 
Power Equipment Company has conducted sales using the telephone and letters 
in an effort to support production. 

Supply and Repair in the Fields. Rural villages have farm machinery, but 
hey lack spare parte, and the peasants have been disgruntled for a long 
time at having machines without having spares for them. Comprehending 
the peasante' difficulties, the Yunnan Provincial Machinery and Power 
Equipment Company organized two rural village service unite to drive vehicles 
carrying all sorte of spare parts. In the course of a year they traver- 
sed 43 counties logging more than 6,700 kilometers to deliver spare parts 
with a value of more than 350,000 yuan to rural villages. The supply points 
and network also took the initiative in undertaking repair of farm machin- 
ery and implements. 

Has given a hand to commune and brigade enterprises. Before the establish- 
ment of materials stations, many communes and brigades frequently stopped 
work or operated under capacity for lack of tools or equipment. Lack of 
raw materials used to hurt production at the Goujie Commune's farm machin- 
ery repair plant in Yilang County. Once the materials station was set up, 
however, and the raw materiale supplied to t e plant, the plant's monthly 
output value rose suddenly from 700 yuan to «.,800 yuan. 

Has lightened the peasants’ burdens and made life easier for commune members. 
Formerly, according to incomplete statistics, the Xiaojie Commune of Song- 
ming County sent the equivalent of 160 purchasing agents each year to buy 
materials, spending several thousand yuan in travel expenses for them. 
Now that the materials station brings good to their doorsteps, this commune 

annually saves several hundred work days each year plus between 5,000 and 
6,000 yuan. In order to make the life of commune members easier, the sup- 
ply stations also deal in small quantities of cement, glass, gunnysacks, 
electric wire, and grinding wheels. Where many homes of commune members had 

not been wired for lighting, lights now glow; and doors and windows that 
had no glase in them for many years now have it. 

Has benefitted material unite. Operation of the rural village material 
supply network and supply points by the Yunnan Provincial Machinery and 
Power Equipment Company has not only made it easier for the peasants and 
supported agricultural production, but it has also helped the company itself 
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keep an inventory of warehouses and reverse losses. The company had 12 years 
of losses during the 16 yeare of ite operation before it began to operate 
the rural villages network, showing only 4 years of profit. And the total 
profit was less than 490,000 yuan. But in last year alone, profit amounted 
to more than 400,000 yuan, and it hae met various other economic criteria too 
to become the number one advanced unit on the materiale supply battle line. 

9432 
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ZHEJ LANG 

JIAXING RICE CROP--In view of high and stable yield of early rice, Jiaxing 
Prefecture, Zhejiang, has expanded the early rice acreage by 40,000 mu this 
year. [Hangzhou Zhejiang Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 30 Apr 80 OW) 

SHENG COUNTY PHOSPHATE FERTILIZER--More than 100,000 mu of the 350,000 mu 

of early rice in Sheng County, Zhejiang, are in serious shortage of phosphor. 
Additional phosphate fertilizer has been applied to these fields in order 
to attain a uniform high yield of rice. [Hangzhou Zhejiang Provincial 
Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 2 May 80 OW) 

WATER CONSERVANCY--The Zhejiang provincial conference of directors of water 
conservancy bureaus was held in Hangzhou recently. The participants dis- 
cussed the work of combating flood and drought, which was of tremendous 
importance to reaping an all-round agricultural bumper harvest this year. 

Beginning this year, many water conservancy projects under construction have 
stalled. Some reservoirs may not be able to resist floods if no resolute 
measures are taken to reinforce them. Zhejiang Province does not have a good 
resistance against natural disasters. The acreage of farmland which guaran- 

tees harvest regardless cf drought and flood accounts for only 55 percent of 

the total acreage of cultivated land. [Hangzhou Zhejiang Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1100 GMT 22 Apr 80 OW] 
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